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Abstract
This study focuses upon understanding and rationally tuning the surface reactivity towards
C, H, and O of non-noble metal intermetallic compounds (IMCs) catalysts in olefin
production and hydrocarbons reforming reactions. In these reactions, different degrees of
surface reactivity towards C, H, and O are required to achieve high activity and selectivity
as well as stability. A combined computational and experimental method was performed
to build this understanding how to rationally design catalysts. Investigations based on
quantum chemical calculations indicate surface reactivity towards C, H, and O is a function
of element size of constituent elements as well as bulk and surface composition, which also
translates to reaction energetics of catalytic activity preference for each material. New
BEP correlations are also evident over the IMCs that exhibit strong electronic effects and
pronounced p-element contributions to the surface chemistry. Analysis of electronic structure
beyond d-band center illustrates how the surface chemistry and nature of reaction site is
dictated by density of d-states of TM and p-states of p-element near Fermi level, degree
of their hybridization, and degree of covalent-like bonding within solids. Experimentally, a
fundamental understanding of how to synthesize well-defined oxide-supported nanoparticle
IMCs was established. It is found that the kinetics of IMC formation and control of surface
composition is related to precursor choice, reduction temperature, H2 chemical potential,
interaction between surface and support, and gas phase environment and temperature during
annealing. Based on this understanding, oxide supported nanoparticle Ni+Ga IMCs with
pure phase and controlled surface compositions were synthesized and investigated in propane
steam reforming, which enabled the direct investigation of correlation between surface and
catalytic chemistry and bulk and surface composition. This study provides directions on
vi
developing new materials that exhibit new, unique, and tunable surface chemistry, which
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As an introduction to this dissertation, we present a short motivation indicating the
importance of heterogeneous catalysis in our daily life and its role in solving modern
society issues. A brief introduction and fundamental understanding of heterogeneous
catalysis is given. Then we focus on the main topic of discussion, intermetallic compounds
catalysts (IMCs), including how to control the general surface chemistry of IMC by
selecting constituent elements and adjusting bulk and surface composition, correlating
surface reactivity towards C, H, and O with reaction energetics in selective hydrogenation
and reforming reactions and the nature of electronic structures of IMCs and how it dictates
surface chemistry. Then we discuss the fundamental understanding of kinetics of IMC
formation and control of bulk and surface composition of IMC. An overview of the material
covered in each of the chapters is presented.
1.2 Motivation
It is very important to understand the technologies and science of catalysis currently
due to the energy resources and environmental problems demanding to be solved in our
world. Catalysis plays a key role in chemical and petroleum industries to produce useful
materials from curel materials. It has been estimated that 90% of all chemicals are
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produced via catalytic reactions including numerous industrial applications in the chemical,
food, pharmaceutical, automobile and petrochemical industries1–3. Catalysis could also
help to solve the intractable issues in modern society such as pollution issues and energy
consumption. In the production and use of energy carriers and building block molecules,
it is critical to gain molecular and electron-level control over the degree of activation of
the reactant, surface bound intermediates, and product molecules. With the upgrading of
natural gas, biomass, waste, or diesel now a significant focus of the renewable/sustainable
heterogeneous catalysis community, those that design catalytic materials must isolate and
develop new materials that exhibit uniquely balanced surface chemistry towards C, O, and H
such that activation of unsaturated C=C and C=O bonds, oxygen removal, hydrogenation,
saturation of products, and reforming activity may be systematically controlled. In the
greater sense, we expect the catalysis could help to actualize clean energy and sustainable
food supply.
1.3 Introduction of Heterogeneous Catalysis
Catalysis is a process which can promote the chemical reaction by increasing the rate of the
reaction which includes homogeneous catalysis and heterogeneous catalysis. Heterogeneous
catalysis is defined as the phase of catalysts is different from that of reactants or products.
Typically, in heterogeneous catalysis, the phase of catalysts is solid and the phase of reactants
is gas or liquid and chemical events on the solid surface includes adsorption, reaction, and
desorption. Heterogeneous catalysts are widely used in industry because of their stability
under reaction conditions and high surface area which can improve the efficiency of reaction.
In addition, unlike homogeneous catalysts, the separation of the heterogeneous catalyst
from the products is quite easy. This desirable property allows application in the chemicals
with high volume. The first documented phenomenon of heterogeneous catalysis was done
by J. J. Berzelius in 1836 using platinum in oxidation reaction. After this, petroleum was
discovered as a source of chemicals and fuels, which was the first instance of industrialization
of catalysis. This application of catalysis in industrial scale significantly attracts people’s
attention to explore heterogeneous catalysts, such as zeolites and platinum group catalysts
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which have been the mainstream of heterogeneous catalysis for nearly a century. During
that time due to lack of appropriate characterization techniques for particle size, crystal
structure, and bulk and surface composition of particles, most catalysts were discovered by
trial-and-error approach. Unitil late 1970’s, the development of microspecic techniques such
as TEM, STEM, XRD, EDX, XANES, LEIS promoted the establishment of fundamental
understanding of surface chemistry. However, new materials are demanding as well as a
fundamental understanding to rationally design them. In 1980’s, ceramics composed of
transition metal and non-metal elements (such as WC and MoC) were found to exhibit
platinum group-like catalytic chemistry, which gave the new directions for rational catalyst
design4;5. Actually, continuously studying heterogeneous catalysis gives us many insights
into how to resolve the increasingly ennery and environmental issues, such as the exhausted
gas cleaning in automobiles and synthesis of ammonia from hydrogen and nitrogen6–10. Many
fundamental and applied research studies are carried out by both academia and industrial
communities to develop highly efficient catalytic materials which show improved activity and
stability as well as controllable product distributions.
1.4 Fundamental Understandings of Heterogeneous Catal-
ysis
Heterogeneous catalysis generally occurs on the surface of solid, so the basis of heterogeneous
catalysis is the ability of the surface to make and break forming and breaking bonds to
molecules from the environment. The chemical events on the surface of solids include
adsorption, reaction, and desorption. Adsorption is the adhesion of atoms, ions, and
molecules from gas and liquid to a surface because of the interaction with the surface.
The strength of interaction depends on the nature of chemical reactivity of adsorbates and
surface chemistry of solids, which can be divided into physisorption and chemisorption.
Physisorption is usually because of a weak van der Waals attraction with an energy of
interaction on the order of a few tenths of eV. On the other hand, chemisorption is induced
when adsorbates are chemically bound to the surface and typically shows an energy of
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interaction on the order of few eV. A clean surface of catalyst has different adsorption sites
such as atop site, bridge site, hollow site, step site, and edge site which exhibits different
degrees of surface chemistry. Usually, step site, edge site, and corner site are over-reactive
which show aggressive surface reactivity towards C, H, and O and readily lead to coke
formation over these sites. Once molecules adsorb on the surface, they are held in close
proximity so that they can react, and finally the surface lets the products desorb back into
the surrounding phase. Typically, there are three kinds of reaction energetics as shown in
the scheme (as shown in Figure 1.1). Route A indicates that catalysts show weak adsorption
of adsorbates which may require high energy to activate reactant and initiate reaction, while
the desorption step would be easy. Route C illustrates another type of reaction energetics
that catalysts show aggressive surface reactivity towards adsorbates leading to significant
exthothermic adsorption adsorption, but it may cause high kinetic barriers in the following
some of reaction steps and difficult desorption. These two cases are defined as bad catalysts.
A good catalyst should behave like the route B that appropriate surface chemistry is required
which is sufficient to activate reactants and simultaneously avoid difficult desorption of
products from the surface. The rate of reaction is the function of concentration of reactants
and rate constant determined by kinetic barrier and temperature, so the effect of surface
coverage dictated by surface chemistry on catalyst performance also needs to be considered.
Besides overall activity, the selectivity and stability must be considered. Ideally, a good
catalyst can drive selective reaction pathways to form desired products and inhibit unselective
reaction pathways. For example, as shown in Figure 1.2, in the semi-hydrogenation of
acetylene to ethylene, the selective reaction pathway is selective hydrogenation of acetylene
to ethylene. Unselective reaction pathways are overhydrogenation of ethylene to ethane,
oligomerization of acetylene to green oil, and coke formation. For this reaction, the
promising catalyst must be designed to selectively promote hydrogenation of acetylene and
simultaneously inhibit unselective reaction pathways. In addition, catalysts need to be stable
under synthesis and reaction conditions which is essential in the industrial applications.
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Figure 1.1: a) schema of heterogeneous catalysis chemical events on surface and b) different
types of reaction energetics
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Figure 1.2: Rate constants of each reaction pathway in semi-hydrogenation of acetylene over
Ni+B group intermetallic compounds which illustrates the most favorable reaction pathway
for echa material.
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1.5 Approach for Rational Design of Catalyst
Since the basis of heterogeneous catalysis phenomena is surface science, the ideal way is
to design catalysts with controllable bulk and surface composition and investigate their
effect on surface and catalytic chemistry. The surface chemistry was studied using ultra
high vacuum (UHV) equipment. However, the cost of UHV surface science study is high
and operation of the UHV system is difficult and time-consuming. Therefore, a combined
computational and experimental method is utilized in this study. The quantum chemical
modeling calculations are based on density functional theory (DFT), which enables us to
systematically study surface chemistry by building models, gain insight into chemical events
at the atomic level including the nature of the surface chemical bond, reaction mechanisms,
and electronic structure of catalysts, and isolate promising catalysts for specific reactions.
To confirm theoretical predictions, synthesis of well-defined materials with pure bulk phase
and controllable surface composition and particle size is required. Then through reactor
study, catalytic performance such as overall activity, selectivity, stability, and regenerability
can be determined.
1.6 Introduction to Intermetallic Compounds
The intermetallic compounds of focus here are atomically and compositionally ordered,
crystalline mixtures of transition metals (TM) and post transition metals or semimetals
(pTM). This excludes TM+TM alloys and TMs alloyed with coinage metals (CMs). Our
fundamental study of non-noble metal IMCs is motivated by the demonstrated activity
and tunability of the materials as well as the lack of detailed systematic understanding of
how their surface and catalytic chemistry are influenced by constituent element choice and
bulk and surface composition. For example, many studies have illustrated the use of both
PGM and non-noble metal IMCs as catalysts in reactions that require either aggressive
or gentle activation of saturated and unsaturated C–C, C=O, and N-O bonds, e.g., semi-
hydrogenation, selective hydrogenation, heteroatom removal, reforming, electrocatalytic
oxidation, partial hydrogenation, etc.6–21. Through these studies it has been demonstrated
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that inclusion of the pTM in the TM solid directly modifies and lessens surface reactivity
towards C=C bonds while building in enhanced reactivity towards bonds that contain
oxygen, such as C–O, O–H, C=O, N–O, etc11;13–15;19;22;23. Other studies have also indicated
that different bulk stoichiometries/phases of IMCs exhibit different catalytic performance,
but due to a lack of truly surface sensitive surface composition analysis, this trend is still
unclear7;8;10–13. A small selection of well-defined surface science studies have confirmed
these effects for select IMCs, but wide sweeping trends and an electronic-level fundamental
understanding is still lacking9;24;25. Unfortunately, the fundamental study and design of these
materials as catalysts from an atomic and electronic level has proven to be challenging due to
innate complexity and difficulties in synthesizing high surface area supported nanoparticles
with well-defined bulk and surface compositions across a wide range of compositions.
Quantifying the surface composition of the IMCs and assumed bulk-like termination of IMC
particles is a significant issue in prior studies of the surface and catalytic chemistry of IMCs.
Despite some studies that utilize appropriate techniques, many conclusions drawn may be a
strong function of the surface composition driven by preparation or reaction conditions7;26–29.
To solve these issues, we investigated control of surface and catalytic chemistry of IMC by
selecting constituent elements and adjusting TM-to-element ratio, as well as developed an
understanding of the synthesis of well-defined materials.
1.7 Outline of the Dissertation
Through our efforts, a fundamental understanding focusing on control of surface chemical
trends of IMCs as a function of constituent element size, TM-to-p-block element ratio,
and surface composition of particles has been developed via combined computational and
experimental methods. The correlation between surface reactivity towards C, H, and O
and catalytic chemistry also has been investigated. A suite of well-defined IMCs have been
synthesized and applied in catalytic reactions and improved stability and controllable product
distributions have illustrated their unique surface chemistry. These findings will be discussed
in detail in the following chapters.
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1.7.1 Chapter 2: Quantum Chemical Calculations
Our quantum chemical calculations are performed in the Density-Functional Theory (DFT)
framework with the commercial computation program Vienna Ab Initio Simulation Package
(VASP). Materials are modeled with the most stable crystal structure and the most
energetically favorable crystal facet. Surface unit cells commonly are of the 2x2 or 3x3 cell
size and contain at least four stoichiometric layers. The effect of slab thickness, exchange-
correlation function, k-point sampling, and surface termination on surface reaction energetics
are checked for every material. Energetics are also converged with respect to plane-wave
energy cutoff and vacuum space between slabs. Quantum chemical surface reaction modeling
is employed to develop surface chemical reactivity markers for IMCs such that catalytic
activity can be understood and ultimately predicted. Electronic structure analysis also is
performed to investigate the nature of change of surface chemistry.
1.7.2 Chapter 3: Experimental Methods
Intermetallic compounds catalysts used in this study are nanosized and supported on oxide
supports (Al2O3, SiO2, and oxidized C) synthesized by using incipient wetness impregnation
(IWI) or hydroxide deposition method. It is found that formation of IMCs is correlated
to reduction kinetics of metal salts, diffusion of constituent elements across the support,
kinetics of IMC formation as a function of temperature, and interaction between support
surface and constituent element. This fundamental understanding has been established by
investigating the effect of precursor choice, H2 chemical potential, reduction temperature,
and annealing temperature and time on bulk and surface composition of IMCs. Catalytic
tests including light-off test and stability test were performed to investigate the effect of bulk
and surface composition on catalytic chemistry. A combination of spectroscopic techniques
is employed to probe both the bulk and surface composition and particle size before and
after reaction as well as coke formation, such as inductively coupled plasma atomic emission
spectroscopy (ICP-AES), scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM), X-ray powder
diffraction (XRD), high sensitivity low Energy Ion scattering (HR-LEIS), chemisorption, and
thermogravimetric analysis (TGA).
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1.7.3 Chapter 4: Control of Surface Reactivity towards Un-
saturated C-C Bonds and H over Ni-based Intermetallic
Compounds in Semi-hydrogenation of Acetylene
In this chapter, we have investigated the semi-hydrogenation of acetylene over isoelectronic
intermetallic compounds composed of nickel and the boron group elements at a bulk
stoichiometry of 1:1. We have isolated that orbital overlap between IMC constituent elements
tracks well with the nature of their bulk bonding, surface reactivity, and catalytic preference
for the semi-hydrogenation of acetylene to ethylene. The trend appears to be universal and
marks a subspace within intermetallic compounds that is promising to focus further studies
upon. Our results also suggest the possibility of accessing New Brønsted–Evans–Polanyi
relationships over a subspace of intermetallic compounds.
1.7.4 Chapter 5: Fundamental Understanding of Synthesis of
Well-defined Intermetallic Compounds Catalysts
This study has established an understanding of what critical fundamental features dictated
the synthesis of supported nanoparticle IMC and developed techniques applicable to the
greater IMC compositional space. Fundamental understanding of kinetics and thermo-
dynamics of IMC formation was built by systematically investigating the effect precursor
and support choice, H2 chemical potential, and annealing agent and temperature. These
investigations provide directions to control bulk and surface composition control during
synthesis and achieve optimal control of all the catalytically relevant properties of non-noble
metal IMCs. Since the reactivity of TM and p-elements varies considerably, region-specific
synthesis techniques will be needed.
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1.7.5 Chapter 6: Controlling Selectivity and Stability in the
Hydrocarbon Wet Reforming Reaction using Well-Defined
Ni+Ga Intermetallic Compound Catalysts
In this study, we present the use of compositionally and structurally well-defined, oxide-
supported nanoparticle Ni+Ga intermetallic compound (IMC) catalysts in the wet reforming
of propane. The definition of the IMC catalysts allowed for more direct connections to
be made between catalyst bulk and surface composition and catalyst performance in wet
reforming. We show that Ni+Ga catalysts exhibit comparable or better rates of reaction
on a per-site basis and improved stability in comparison to other leading formulations. We
also demonstrate excellent control over product selectivity as a function of Ni+Ga IMC bulk
and surface composition with nearly ideal selectivity towards CO2/H2 or CO/H2 achieved.
Selectivity towards the production of smaller hydrocarbons could also be suppressed
significantly due to uniquely limited rehydrogenation kinetics of the Ni+Ga IMCs. Our
studies also shed light on the stability of Ni+Ga IMCs under reaction conditions and how
high conversion in reactions that involve many strongly bound reaction intermediates can
lead to IMC phase relaxation to the most stable phase with concomitant surface composition
and catalytic performance changes. Correlations between surface chemistry and catalyst
performance were afforded by both the well-defined nature of the IMCs and computational
surface science studies.
1.7.6 Chapter 7: Computational Investigation on Control of
Surface Reactivity towards C, H, and O on Intermetallic
Compounds Catalysts in Propane Wet Reforming Reaction
In this chapter, propane steam reforming showed expansive reaction networks is chosen as
a probe reaction to present the control of active mechanistic pathways as a function of
catalyst surface chemistry. To make this connection more clearly, a suite of Ni+Ga IMCs
with different stoichiometries (Ni3Ga, Ni5Ga3, NiGa, and Ni2Ga3) and Ni3Ga with different
surface terminations (100% Ni, 87.5% Ni, 75% Ni, and 50% Ni terminated) models were
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selected. This study consisted of determining the reaction energetics of C-H activation of
propane, H2O dissociation, CH3 hydrogenation to CH4, H2 evolution, and possible reaction
pathways for CO and CO2 production. Exhaustive calculations were performed for each
constituent step over each material to find the most favorable reaction site. Due to the
complex reaction network of propane wet reforming and insight into the critical reaction
steps that control CO vs. CO2 selectivity from literature, only oxidation of C/CH by O or
OH was considered in this study. Sabatier analysis for correlation between surface reactivity
markers and reaction energetics was present to help isolate the appropriate range of surface
chemistry reaching balanced kinetic coupling. Kinetic rate constants were then calculated
using DFT-determined activation barriers and pre-exponential factors and used to build
kinetic coupling models. Deep electronic structure analysis using band structure, density of
states, and Bader charge analysis was performed to correlate with calculated surface and
catalytic chemistry and surface reaction site preference and composition.
1.7.7 Chapter 8: Summary and Future Work
In this chapter, the fundamental understandings derived from systematic study of control of
surface and catalytic chemistry by selecting constituent element and adjusting TM-to-p-block
element ratio and achievements in synthesis of well-defined IMCs and improved catalytic
performance over IMCs are summarized. These findings provide grounds and directions for
rational design of new materials via modeling efforts on mapping surface chemistry over both
early and late TM IMCs, quantifying features of electronic structure, and establishing a new
Brønsted–Evans–Polanyi relationship focusing on complex IMC materials and experimental
efforts on developing general synthesis method for well-defined IMCs and correlation between






In this chapter, we describe the theoretical approach utilized in this work. First we give a brief
introduction of Density Functional Theory (DFT) which has emerged as an attractive tool
for the description of surface reaction modeling. This method helps to build a fundamental
understanding of surface chemistry of catalyst and correlates with experimental observation
and catalytic performance. Then we present the basic setup of DFT calculation method,
reaction mechanism analysis, and electronic structure analysis.
2.2 Introduction to Density Functional Theory (DFT)
Since classical Newton’s second law cannot be utilized to describe the interactions of atoms
and electrons, quantum mechanics based on the Schrödinger equation was developed. In
1933 Erwin Schrodinger won the Nobel Prize for Schrodinger’s wave function, because the
Schrödinger equation (given by equation 2.1) can exactly capture the dynamics of internal
structure of atoms and molecules30.
EΨ = HΨ (2.1)
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, where Ψ is the wave function containing information about the probability of electron
distribution within the potential possessed by the positively charged nuclei, H is the
Hamiltonian operator that operates on the wave function Ψ, and E represents the energy
associated with each interaction involved within the Hamiltonian upon the wave-function Ψ.
The Hamiltonian operator is sum of the kinetic energy of all the electrons, plus the potential
energy of the electrons associated with the system, which is expressed as equation 2.2:
H = T + V + U (2.2)
where T is the kinetic energy operator. V is the electron-nucleus attraction operator, and U
is the electron-electron repulsion energy operator. However, in reality large systems which
contain many atoms need to be modeled. In the large systems, the electrons and nucleus
interact with each other which significantly increase the difficulty to solve Schrodinger’s
equation. To fix this problem, Walter Kohn and Pierre Hohenberg introduced Density
Functional Theory (DFT) in 1964 as a first-principles approach for the quantum-mechanical
description of electrons and bypasses for direct calculation of a many-electron wave function.
The principle of DFT was to simplify calculation of external potential of interaction between
electron and electron as a function of electron density n(r). However, the calculation
consisting of 3N-dimensional trial wave functions was still difficult. Therefore, in 1965,
Kohn-Sham (KS) equations (equation 2.3-2.6) developed by Kohn and Sham solved this
problem by splitting the external potential to external energy of non-interaction electrons
and exchange correlation energy.


















The first three terms in equation 2.3 are kinetic energy (Ts), the electrostatic interaction
of electron with nucleus (Velec−nuc), and the electronic interaction between electron and
electron (Velec−elec). They have already been well quantified. However, the last term, which
represents the electron exchange and correlation effects (EXC), is still under development.
where Ts(ρ(r)) is the kinetic energy of a non-interacting electron gas of density. Velec−nuc +
Velec−elec is the classical electrostatic (Hartree) energy of the electrons. The first three terms
can be calculated exactly. Exc(ρ(r)) is the exchange-correlation energy, which determines
the accuracy of DFT calculations. Local density approximation (LDA) and the generalized
gradient approximation (GGA) are two typically exchange-correlation functionals used in the
community. LDA is shown in equation 2.7, which assumes the electron density is uniform.




To correct the drawbacks of LDA, GGA (equation 2.8) with modification of gradients in
the electron density was developed and is dependent on the system, e.g. PW91, PBE, PBE-
sol, etc.31;32. This study utilized the PBE-sol GGA functional because it can appropriately
capture the covalent-bonding within solids33;34. PW91, PBE, and RPBE functionals were





Density-Functional Theory (DFT) quantum chemical modeling calculations were performed
using the Vienna Ab Initio Simulation Package (VASP 5.3.5)35;36. Hydrogen was modeled
with an ultra-soft pseudopotential and larger atomic cores were modeled with Projector
Augmented-Wave (PAW) potentials. Calculations were performed with the generalized
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gradient approximation (GGA) of PBE-sol exchange-correlation functional which is a
modified version of PBE34;37. In comparison to PBE, PBE-sol is tuned to lessen the
dependency on the electron density gradient in the functional. This modification can
reduce the nonlocality of GGA PBE such that more covalent bonding characteristics
within solids can be captured even if there is no band gap present. PBE-sol has been
shown to significantly improve the calculation of surface energy, lattice parameters, surface
exchange and correlation, and energy for materials that contain covalent bonds within solids.
Therefore, the use of PBE-sol may be necessary to properly capture the bonding within IMCs
and more appropriately capture IMC surface chemistry34;37–41.
All calculations were performed using a plane wave basis with an electronic plane wave
cut-off of 400 eV. The vacuum space between repeated slabs was set to up to 25Å to eliminate
interaction between slabs. For all calculations, the two topmost atomic layers of slab models
and adsorbates were allowed to relax and optimize, and the rest of layers were fixed at DFT-
optimized bulk positions. To efficiently sample the first Brillouin zone, different k-points
grids were chosen depending upon areal slab size. The first Brillouin zone was modeled with
a gamma centered grid of high k-point (5x5x1) for hydrogen dissociative adsorption using
a smaller slab and k-point (2x2x1) for other calculations that utilized a larger slab. The
choice of surface unit cell size for each IMC depended on the size of adsorbates. Slabs were
chosen such that adsorption resulted in an approximate surface coverage of 1/4 monolayer
such that lateral adsorbate-adsorbate interaction could be minimized. The climbing nudged
elastic band (cNEB) and DIMER method were utilized to isolate and confirm transition
states42;43. The effect of model size, k-point sampling, and cut-off energy on observed surface
chemistry was checked and the values stated above yielded a reasonable balance of accuracy
and computational efficiency. For all reported energies, positive values indicate endothermic
energetics and negative values indicate exothermic energetics.
2.3.1 Surface Facet and Termination Determination
All materials are modeled using the lowest energy facets as determined from literature
or manually through as-cut surfaces. Surface termination was not adjusted for reaction
conditions. The model slabs contained at least four atomic layers. When surface facets
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are determined manually, usually the candidate surface facets are those with the maximum
surface ion packing symmetry and minimum surface ion-ion interaction and corrugation. The
surface composition of the slabs is not modified beyond the as-cut compositions. The surface
energies of the candidate facets are compared and the lowest energy facets are utilized as the
most favorable facets. For example, surface energies of different facets for Ni+B group IMCs (
NiB, NiAl, NiGa, NiIn, and NiTl) are presented in Figure 2.1. Using this approach, the facets
of NiB (001), NiAl (110), NiGa (110), NiIn (001) and NiTl (110) are manually identified as
the most favorable surface facets. Because IMCs are produced through a melting process or
via reduced salts on a support surface, there are no appropriate references for source elements
for an ab initio thermodynamics approach. Therefore, surface terminations were dictated
simply by the cut of the crystal in its as-cut composition. The super-cell size of slab models
was 2x2 or 3x3 multiples of the most basic surface symmetry unit cell. It is important to
note that these super cells are significantly larger than those of the same designation for
close-packed pure metal surfaces.
2.3.2 Magnetic Property Determination
The magnetic properties for the IMCs investigated in the study need to be considered in
order to properly capture their electronic structure and surface chemistry. The estimation of
magnetic moment over the investigated IMCs was performed by testing a range of magnetic
moments while optimizing the bulk solids until a minimum energy was achieved. Among
these materials, nickel in the monometallic Ni (111) surface was calculated with an optimized
magnetic moment of 0.63 µB
44. Ni+B-group IMCs all exhibited no magnetic moments under
any circumstances and Ni3Ga and Ni3Al exhibited 0.24 µB, which agrees with literature
results45–47.
2.3.3 Surface Reaction Mechanism Energetics Calculation
The Gibb’s free energy of the surface reaction mechanism for semi-hydrogenation of acetylene
over each surface was calculated under common reaction conditions (425K, 1 atmosphere with
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Figure 2.1: Surface energies calculations for different facets for Ni+B-group IMCs. The
left column is the cut of slabs for different facets, the right three columns are the top view
of different facets with calculated surface energies. Elements in the model figures are color
coded: Ni (light blue), B (yellow), Al (light gray), Ga (magenta), In (medium gray), and Tl
(dark gray).
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5% acetylene, 0.5% H2, and 49.5% ethylene). Gibb’s free energy was calculated as equation
(2.8).
G = E + Evib + PV − TS (2.9)
Where G is Gibb’s free energy, E and Evib are internal energy and vibrational energy
of the systems. Internal energy, E, is from DFT calculation. The order of magnitude
of PV term contribution is very small, which can be treated as zero. The effect of
entropy change was considered only for the adsorption and desorption steps since entropy
changes of surface reactions are minor contributors48;49. The entropic contributions to
adsorption and desorption as a function of temperature and pressure was obtained from
NIST thermochemical tables50.
2.3.4 Kinetic Rate Constant Calculation
To isolate the active reaction pathways and rate-determining steps within the active
mechanisms, microkinetic modeling was utilized to calculate the rate constants and activity










Where kb is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature, h is the Planck’s
constant, QTS,vib and QIS,vib are the partition functions for the transition state and the initial










where vi is the vibrational frequency of each vibrational mode of the adsorbates computed
from DFT calculations.
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2.3.5 Effect of XC functional selection: PW91, PBE, vs. PBE-sol
The effect of exchange-correlation functional choice on the results derived herein was
investigated by recalculating all energetics with PBE, RPBE and PW91 in addition to PBE-
sol. PBE-sol has been shown to treat the more localized and hybridized bonding within
semiconductors greatly improving the accuracy of calculated band gaps in comparison to
PBE, RPBE, or PW9134;37;38. Because the bonding within the IMCs varies considerably
depending upon the p-element selection and exhibits a range of metallic and more hybridized
bonding characteristics, use of the PBE-sol functional may produce more realistic results on
a case-by-case basis. It should be stated that PBE-sol has been noted to suffer inaccuracy
in capturing the bonding within isolated molecules, which translates to a small error in
the calculation of adsorption energies33;52;53. Because adsorption/desorption is unlikely
to dramatically affect the major pathways of interest, these errors are unlikely to affect
conclusions drawn. However, it was important to investigate the reaction energetics of surface
reactions to determine whether error induced by the functional would affect conclusions (see
Table 2.1 and 2.2).
In general, marginal changes were found in reaction energetics as the XC functional
was modified. Select thermodynamic energetics were affected to a greater degree, but,
interestingly, calculated kinetic barriers were generally within a few tenths of an eV leaving
conclusions unmodified. On a material-specific basis, both thermodynamic energies and
kinetic barriers calculated using PBE-sol deviated most significantly from PBE, RPBE, and
PW91 when modeling the solids that exhibited more hybridized/covalent bonding, namely
NiB, NiAl, and NiGa (strict covalent bonding is not implied). Because of markedly varying
bulk bonding nature and a lack of experimental and computational surface science studies
to compare with, it is still unclear which XC functional is most accurate for IMCs or if it
is IMC specific. These same trends were found in our studies of compounds of Ti or Ni
bound with the nonmetals and their surface and catalytic chemistry in the deoxygenation of
a woody biomass model compound54;55.
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Table 2.1: Thermodynamic and kinetic energetics for the hydrogenation of acetylene and
ethylene via utilizing the exchange correlation functionals of PBEsol, PBE, RPBE, and
PW91 over the Ni+B-group IMCs showing that these three functionals are comparable.
Catalyst C2H2+H → C2H3 (eV) C2H3+H → C2H4 (eV) C2H4+H → C2H5 (eV) C2H5+H → C2H6 (eV)
NiB ∆E Ea ∆E Ea ∆E Ea ∆E Ea
PBEsol +0.9 +1.5 +0.3 +0.9 +1.0 +1.9 +1.7 +2.2
PBE +0.9 +1.8 +0.4 +1.2 +0.9 +1.9 +1.1 +2.1
RPBE +0.9 +1.6 +0.4 +1.0 +0.8 +1.6 +1.0 +2.3
PW91 +0.9 +1.8 +0.4 +1.2 +0.9 +1.9 +1.0 +2.2
NiAl ∆E Ea ∆E Ea ∆E Ea ∆E Ea
PBEsol –0.2 +0.5 +0.0 +0.6 +0.0 +1.5 –0.4 +1.1
PBE –0.3 +0.7 +0.2 +0.8 –0.2 +1.4 –0.8 +1.1
RPBE –0.3 +0.6 +0.1 +1.0 –0.3 +1.3 –1.2 +1.3
PW91 –0.3 +0.6 +0.2 +0.8 –0.2 +1.4 –0.7 +1.1
NiGa ∆E Ea ∆E Ea ∆E Ea ∆E Ea
PBEsol –0.3 +1.4 +0.0 +1.3 –0.4 +0.7 –0.8 +0.9
PBE –0.4 +1.4 –0.6 +1.6 –0.7 +0.7 –1.1 +1.1
RPBE –0.5 +1.3 –1.2 +1.4 –0.4 +1.2 –1.5 +0.7
PW91 –0.4 +1.4 –0.6 +1.6 –0.7 +0.7 –1.1 +1.1
NiIn ∆E Ea ∆E Ea ∆E Ea ∆E Ea
PBEsol +0.9 +1.1 +0.3 +0.9 +1.4 +1.8 +0.1 +0.9
PBE +0.7 +1.2 +0.2 +1.1 +0.9 +1.8 –0.4 +0.9
RPBE +0.6 +1.0 +0.1 +1.3 +0.6 +1.9 –0.8 +1.0
PW91 +0.7 +1.2 +0.2 +1.1 +0.9 +1.8 –0.4 +0.9
NiTl ∆E Ea ∆E Ea ∆E Ea ∆E Ea
PBEsol –0.4 +0.6 +0.2 +0.6 +0.3 +0.6 +0.6 +1.3
PBE –0.5 +0.6 +0.0 +0.6 +0.3 +0.9 +0.1 +1.5
RPBE –0.5 +1.0 –0.1 +0.8 +0.2 +0.9 –0.4 +1.2
PW91 –0.5 +0.7 +0.0 +0.6 +0.3 +0.9 +0.1 +1.5
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Table 2.2: Comparison of adsorption energies of acetylene and ethylene and dissociative
adsorption energy of H2 by using exchange correlation functionals of PBEsol, PBE, RPBE,
and PW91.
Acetylene adsorption (eV) Ethylene adsorption (eV) H2 dissociative adsorption (eV)
PBEsol PBE RPBE PW91 PBEsol PBE RPBE PW91 PBEsol PBE RPBE PW91
NiB -4.5 -4.0 -3.6 -4.0 -2.9 -2.3 -1.8 -2.3 -1.1 -1.0 -0.9 -1.0
NiAl -2.4 -1.8 -1.4 -1.8 -0.2 0.2 0.6 0.2 -0.5 -0.3 -0.2 -0.3
NiGa -1.9 -1.2 -0.7 -1.2 -0.2 -0.1 0.0 -0.0 -0.3 -0.1 0.0 -0.1
NiIn -2.8 -2.1 -1.6 -2.1 -1.4 -0.7 -0.1 -0.7 -1.1 -0.8 -0.6 -0.8
NiTl -1.8 -1.4 -1.1 -1.4 -1.2 -0.9 -0.5 -0.8 -0.8 -0.7 -0.1 -0.7
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2.3.6 Brønsted–Evans–Polanyi Relationship and Sabatier Corre-
lation
Understanding kinetics and reaction mechanisms in reaction are the major challenges in
catalysis. Although the transition state and activation barrier can be determined using
DFT calculation, the exhaustive barrier calculations and complicated reaction network at
solid surfaces make them difficult. The establishment of Brønsted–Evans–Polanyi(BEP)
relationship which links kinetics and thermodynamics driving force simplifies the kinetics
calculations. A linear BEP relationship is observed in the dissociation of small molecules
such as N2, NO, CO, and O2 and hydrogenation steps on metal surfaces
31. However, it cannot
be extended to binary solids such as intermetallic compounds. The deviation from metal-
derived BEP relationship was encountered in our hydrogenation of acetylene and ethylene
study over IMCs, which suggested new BEP correlations may be accessed. These deviations
are due to the strong electronic effect and p-element contribution to the reaction site.
The Sabatier correlation is a qualitative concept for illustration of the correlation between
surface chemistry and catalytic chemistry. The Sabatier correlation is plotted by surface
reactivity markers such as adsorption or dissociation energy against the activity of reaction.
The shape is like a triangle, thus Sabatier correlation is also called volcano trend. Because
of strong electronic effects in IMCs, the systematic and localized linear volcano trends as
a function of single surface reactivity marker are lacking, as commonly encountered over
monometallic catalysts. The Sabatier analysis is usually utilized to identify the region of
appropriate surface chemistry where it can selectively drive a specific reaction pathway. As
the Figure 2.2 shown, appropriate surface reactivity towards C and H is required for ethylene
production in the semi-hydrogenation of acetylene. If the surface chemistry is too weak, the
reaction cannot be initiated. On the other hand, if the surface chemistry is too aggressive,
the reactants and intermediates are stabilized on the surface inhibiting reaction.
2.3.7 Analysis of Electronic Structure of IMCs
The d-band model was developed by Hammer and Norskov in 1995 relating the adsorption
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Figure 2.2: Sabatier correlation between acetylene hydrogenation activity and acetylene
adsorption and H2 dissociative adsorption
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energy to the d-band center of metals, which has been the one of most useful concepts in
catalysis to predict the surface chemistry from electronic structure of materials. The d-band
model illustrates that for the adsorption energy of adsorbates becomes more endothermic
with an elevated filling of valence d-bands of metals. However, the d-band model is mostly
applicable for pure metals. Due to complex electronic structure, electronic analysis of IMCs
beyond a focus on d-band center was found to be necessary to understand the marked
changes in their surface chemistry. Accurate bader charge analysis, density of states and
band structure are performed. The method of bader charge analysis is developed by Richard
Bader, from McMaster University who gives a different definition of atom based on the
electronic charge density. Atoms are divided according to the intensity of charge density
of the surface, and zero flux surface is perpendicular to the surface with minimum charge
density. The charge distribution can be used to determine charge transfer between atoms
in the system. Effect of charge transfer between TM and p-element on shift of d-band
center and how this dictates change of surface chemistry is investigated, specifically for
hydrogenation kinetics over IMCs. Density of states and band structure are performed via
a static selfconsistent calculation firstly and then a nonselfconsistent calculation using the
precalculated CHGCAR file and CONTCAR file from the selfconsistent calculation. The
k-points used for band structure calculations depend on the crystal structure of material.
The density of s-, p-, and d-states of different elements and bands spread in energy can be
obtained individually which allows us to understand the contribution of TM and p-element to
surface chemistry as well as the degree of covalent-like bonding within solids. Deep analysis
of density of states and band structure of IMCs are conducted to investigate: i) types of
bondings (metallic and covalent bondings) within solids, ii) the degree of hybridization of
the d- and p-states as indicated by band spread in the energy spectrum, and iii) the density
of d- and p-states near the Fermi level that may participate in the surface chemistry. The
exact contribution and percent of metallic and covalent bondings needs to be quantified so
that the degree of surface chemistry can be readily correlated with. In addition, analysis of
the electronic structure for adsorbates on the surface in comparison to gas phase reference
directly shows the interaction with the surface. An example of an IMC electronic structure
is presented in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: Band structure and DOS of clean surface of NiGa. D-band center is indicated





Experimental efforts to bring computational predictions to reality have focused considerably
on developing synthesis techniques for oxide supported IMC nanoparticles of phase pure
bulk and controlled particle surface composition. In this chapter, we start by presenting
the synthesis procedure of the supported IMC used in the thesis. Then, the design of
reactor design was presented and reactor studies were used to understand the activity,
chemical kinetics, and stability of samples. Finally, we introduced how to take advantage of
spectroscopic and microscopic techniques for characterization of catalysts.
3.2 Catalysts Preparation Procedure: Theory and
Procedure
3.2.1 Incipient Wetness Impregnation
Incipient wetness impregnation (IWI) is a commonly used technique for the synthesis of
heterogeneous catalysts because of its technical simplicity, low costs and limited amount of
waste52;56;57. In the IWI method, metal precursors are dissolved in water or organic solvents,
and then deposited on supports. After deposition, further treatments (e.g. reduction or
oxidation) at elevated temperature (400-700◦C) are usually needed to produce crystallized
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nanoparticles. This method theoretically can allow any precursor to be deposited on any
oxide support by forcing the constituent element salts contacting with support. However,
the interaction between precursor and support needs to be considered which can affect the
reduction and diffusion kinetics of the element as well as particle size and size distribution.
Thus choice of precursor and support is critical to particle formation. The commonly used
precursors are nitrates due to their cost-effectiveness, high degree of solubility in polar
solvents, and facile decomposition. Supports with inert reactivity (such as SiO2 and C)
are preferentially chosen which show weak interaction with element promoting availability
of element on the surface and formation of solids with pure phases.
3.2.2 Hydroxide Method
The hydroxide method is a novel method which can produce a well-dispersed and
homogeneous active phase. In this method, low concentration of precursor and support are
used. Precursors are reacted with an additional substance to form hydroxides. Then these
hydroxide species either are attracted via electrostatics or reactive through dehydration with
support. The rate of deposition needs to be carefully controlled by adjusting pH valve and
synthesis temperature to reach the point that high loading of precipitation can be deposited
on support. This point also is support-dependent due to the different points of zero charge
and chemical reactivity of support.
3.2.3 Step-by-Step Procedure
Incipient Wetness Impregnation
SiO2 and C supported Ni+Ga catalysts (Ni3Ga, Ni5Ga3, and NiGa) (10 wt%) were
synthesized via incipient wetness impregnation method by depositing a defined amount of
Ni(NO3)2*6H2O (Sigma Aldrich) and Ga(NO3)3*H2O (Sigma Aldrich) metal precursors on
SiO2, Al2O3, and C (Alfa Aesar, amorphous fumed, 350-420 m
2/g). Both Ni(NO3)2 and
Ga(NO3)3 were dissolved in a small amount of 30wt% nitric acid solution at 70
◦C. The metal
salt solution was then deposited on the support and stirred till the paste was homogeneous
and dry enough to transfer to a pretreatment tube. After the deposition, the catalysts were
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dried under Ar flow for 12hrs at 100◦C. As-reduced Ni3Ga, Ni5Ga3, and NiGa were produced
by reduction under 100% H2 flow at 700
◦C for 2hrs. Annealed Ni3Ga, Ni5Ga3, and NiGa
were produced by annealing the as-reduced catalysts under 100% Ar at 700◦C for 12hrs.
Hydroxide Method
Al2O3 supported Ni+Ga (10 wt%) catalysts were synthesized by using hydroxide method.
During the synthesis process, Ga(NO3)3*xH2O was first dissolved into 150 ml D.I. water at
70◦C. Diluted NaOH solution was used to transform the In precursor into a hydroxide-nitrate
at the pH of 3.9. Al2O3 was then input into the solution and aged for 0.5 hour. Next, specific
amount of Ni(NO3)2*6H2O (based on Ni:In actual loading) was introduced and transformed
into the hydroxide-nitrate form at the pH of 7.0. The solution was then aged for another
0.5 hour. The sample was washed, filtered, and then dried under air at 100◦C for 3 hours.
Supported Ni+In (Ni2In3 and Ni2In) IMCs were also synthesized by hydroxide method using
Ni(NO3)2*6H2O (Sigma Aldrich) and In(NO3)3*H2O (Sigma Aldrich) metal precursors. A
defined amount of In(NO3)3*xH2O was first dissolved into 150 ml D.I. water at 70
◦C. Then
pH value was adjusted to 3 using diluted NaOH solution to transform the In precursor
into a hydroxide-nitrate. Support was then input into the solution and aged for 0.5 hour.
Next, specific amount of Ni(NO3)2*6H2O (based on Ni:In actual loading) was introduced and
transformed into the hydroxide-nitrate form at the pH of 7.0. The solution was then aged
for another 0.5 hour. The sample was washed, filtered, and then dried under air at 100◦C
for 3 hours. As-reduced Ni2In3 and Ni2In were produced by reduction under 100% H2 flow
at 700◦C for 2hrs. Annealed Ni2In3 and Ni2In were produced by annealing the as-reduced
catalysts under 100% Ar at 700◦C for 12hrs.
3.3 Reactor Studies
All catalytic activity experiments were performed at atmospheric pressure in the gas phase
in a 0.5 inch quartz tube heated by a tube furnace. The catalyst bed consisted of the
catalyst mixed with 80 mesh SiC and was supported and capped by fine quartz wool plugs.
The temperature of the catalyst bed was measured with a K-type thermocouple which was
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located directly above the catalyst bed inside of the quartz tube as shown in Figure 3.1.
Catalyst usually is pretrested in situ to avoid contacting with air. The gas reactants were fed
into the reactor via Swagelok tubing and flow rates were controlled via mass flow controllers.
Water was introduced using a custom built precision syringe pump. The reactor effluent
gas was characterized by an on-line gas chromatograph (SRI) equipped with a HayeSep-D
column and flame ionization (FID) and thermal conductivity detectors (TCD). All critical
tests were performed in triplicate. Conversion and selectivity were calculated as follows:
Conversion of reactant =mole flow rate of reactant converted
mole flow rate of propane feed
Production rate=mole flow rate of product X
catalyst catalyst
(µmol/(s×g))
Selectivity of X= production rate of X
total production rates of all products
TOF(reactant)= mole flow rate of reactant × conversion
catalyst weight × IMC wt% × H2 uptake (s
−1)
Two reactor study approaches were employed to test catalytic activity and stability:
light-off test and stability study. Light-off test is used to determine when the material
shows the catalytic activity and investigate the effect of temperature on the activity of the
catalyst. Stability test is performed to track the catalytic performance (such as activity,
product distribution, and deactivation) as a function of time-on-steam (TOS).
3.4 Characterization Methods
The fundamental understanding of kinetics and thermodynamics of IMC particles and
phase formation on oxide surfaces is developed through a combination of spectroscopic and
microscopic studies concerning bulk and surface composition control during synthesis and
bulk phase stability. The effect of variations of oxide support choice, chemical nature of the
precursor, reducing and annealing environment chemical potential, temperature, and time
will be tracked in situ or pseudo in situ during the synthesis of select IMC compositions.
Studies were performed using ICP, TEM, H2 chemisorption, TPR, p-XRD and synchrotron
HR-XRD, HS-LEIS, and TGA.
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Figure 3.1: Scheme of self-built flow reactor.
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3.4.1 Inductively Coupled Plasma Atomic Emission Spectroscopy
(ICP-AES)
The Inductively Coupled Plasma Atomic Emission Spectroscopy (ICP-AES) is an analytical
technique to measure the concentration of a specific element. In this study, ICP-AES is
utilized to determine the bulk composition and IMC loading on the support. The principle of
ICP-AES is that metal atoms or ions of particles are excited by inductively coupled plasma
(such as Ar) and emit electromagnetic radiation with specific wavelength. The inductive
coupled plasma is a highly ionized gas with temperatures of about 10,000 K and operated at
atmospheric pressure and ratio frequency to keep the standard frequency of operation is of
27.17 MHz or 40.68 MHz. The precision and accuracy are of the order of 1%. Samples were
prepared by dissolving 50 mg catalyst in autoclave with a mixture of 0.4mL 50% HF and
0.1 mL concentrated HNO3 at 150
◦C overnight. After the autoclave cooled down to room
temperature, 0.5 mL liquid sample was extracted and diluted in water for measurement.
For quantitative elemental analysis, commercial ICP standards of element were utilized for
calibrations.
3.4.2 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) and Scanning
TEM (STEM)
Scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM) is a typical form of transmission electron
microscope (TEM) with a fine focused spot size at 0.05 - 0.2nm so that high resolution can
be reached. STEM includes bright field (BF) and dark field (DF) scanning modes. STEM
dark field and light field image can be used to characterize the size and morphology of
the sample as well as their crystal lattice. The most common sources of image contrast are
atomic mass, material density, and crystallinity. Bright field images are commonly generated
with TEM, and the brightness is determined by the amount of transmitted electrons. Since
the unscattered beam is selected from aperture, areas with crystalline or high atomic mass
materials will appear dark. On the other hand, when the scattered electron beam is selected,
it is the dark field mode. The dark field mode can be used for materials with not enough
contrast between constituent elements in nanoparticles and supports. It can also be used to
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study the crystal lattice, crystal defects, stacking faults, dislocations and particle/grain size.
STEM samples can be prepared by dispersing sample powder in methanol and sonicating
before being deposited on the TEM grids, then TEM grids are dried overnight to remove
methanol.
3.4.3 X-ray powder diffraction (XRD)
X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) is an analytical technique which can rapidly identify the
bulk phase and crystal structure of particles. The principle of XRD is to generate electrons
from a cathode ray tube and then accelerate them to target the samples by applying a high
voltage. The inner shell electrons of the sample are collected by a sensor to produce the
X-ray spectra. In this study, the crystallographic phases of IMCs were measured by X-ray
powder diffraction (XRD) on PANalytical X′Pert Pro system using Cu Ka radiation (ORNL).
The powder patterns were collected in a 2θ range from 10 to 90 with a step size of 0.017◦
and 0.006◦/s scanning rate for a minimum of three hours scan per sample. High-resolution
XRD with synchrotron radiation for measurement details of crystal structures of materials
was collected from mail-in service at the beamline 11-BM at the Advanced Photon Source
(APS), Argonne National Laboratory using an average wavelength of 0.41 with a step size
of 0.001◦ and scan speed of 0.01◦/s and 2θ range 0.5-50◦.
3.4.4 High Sensitivity Low Energy Ion Scattering (HS-LEIS)
The high sensitivity low Energy Ion scattering (HS-LEIS) spectroscopy is more appropriate
and becomes a more common technique for characterization of surface composition. The
principle of LEIS is to bombard target with ions (He+, Ar+, or Ne+) of a primary energy
in the range of several hundred eV, then the kinetics energy of scattered ions are measured.










where E0 is the kinetic energy of primary ion beam, Es is the kinetic energy of scattered
ions, M1 is relative atomic mass of the scattered ions, M2 is relative atomic mass of the
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scattering surface atom, and Θ is the scattering angle. The HS-LEIS spectroscopy with an
IONTOF Qtac100 spectrometer (Lehigh University) was used for the measurement of surface
composition of as-reduced and annealed Ni3Ga/SiO2 before and after reaction. The samples
were prepared for analysis by compressing powder into LEIS sample holders with filter paper
over the powder to prevent contamination from the press. Each sample was then exposed to
room temperature H atoms generated from a plasma source for 30 min. Ne+ ions with the
energy of 5keV were used for probing Ni and Ga elements. Firstly, a survey scan with 4 x 1014
cm−2 was performed for better signal-to-noise ratio and the seek of potential contamination
from heavier atoms. Then depth profiling was subsequently performed utilizing a sputter
beam of 0.5 keV Ar+ with a total ion fluence of about 1 x 1014 ions cm−2 per cycle, which can
remove approximately 0.1 nm atomic layer. Therefore, the ratio of the integrated scattering
intensity of Ni to Ga at where Ni to Ga ratio was stable which can be normalized to the
bulk stoichiometry and utilized as reference value to estimate the elemental composition at
other layers.
3.4.5 Chemisorption
H2 chemisorption was performed using Autosorb-iQ/MP-XR to measure the number of active
metal sites on each supported catalyst for the calculation of TOF. For each analysis, about
0.2 g passivated sample was loaded in the chemisorption cell. Sample was treated at 120◦C
firstly for 30 min under Helium, and then reduced at 500C for 2 hours. After reduction,
the sample was outgassed under vacuum (10−4 Torr) for 2 hours. Then the sample was
cooled down to 25◦C. Then the chemisorption of H2 was performed at 25
◦C. The amount of
chemisorbed H2 was calculated by extrapolation of the isotherm to pressure zero.
3.4.6 Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA)
TGA is a commonly used technique for characterizing physical and chemical properties of
materials (e.g. adsorption and desorption, reduction or oxidation reaction on the surface,
thermal decomposition, and phase transformation by measuring the mass change as a
function of temperature). In our study, TGA is utilized for coke formation characterization
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by tracking the change of sample mass as a function of temperature. It was conducted using
a TA instrument Q-500 analyzer at a heating rate of 10◦C/min and an oxygen flow rate of
60 mL/min from 25 to 1000◦C.
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Chapter 4
Control of Surface Reactivity towards
Unsaturated C-C Bonds and H over
Ni-based Intermetallic Compounds in
Semi-hydrogenation of Acetylene
4.1 Overview
Intermetallic compounds composed of transition metals and semimetals or post-transition
metals have been shown to exhibit elevated selectivity in olefins and aromatics production
and other reactions that require control of C=C activation and functionalization. The
vast number of element combinations available for intermetallic compound production
necessitates down-selecting to isolate catalytically useful compositional spaces. In this study,
we have investigated the semi-hydrogenation of acetylene over isoelectronic intermetallic
compounds composed of nickel and the boron group elements at a bulk stoichiometry of 1:1.
We have determined that orbital overlap between IMC constituent elements tracks well with
the nature of their bulk bonding, surface reactivity, and catalytic preference for the semi-
hydrogenation of acetylene to ethylene. The trend appears to extrapolate broadly and marks
a subspace within intermetallic compounds that is promising to focus further studies upon.
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Results also suggest the possibility of accessing New Brønsted–Evans–Polanyi relationships
over a subspace of intermetallic compounds.
4.2 Introduction
Unsaturated hydrocarbons are critical chemical building blocks in the chemicals industry, yet
their production and functionalization continue to be a challenge as the chemical industry
shifts from cracking large petroleum-based polyaromatics to the upgrading of small molecules
to olefins and aromatics58. Unsaturated C–C bonds exhibit elevated reactivity, which is
both the source of their value as well as the difficulties encountered in their production
and functionalization. A multitude of chemical processes rely upon catalysts that preserve
C=C bonds in product molecules or gently activate C=C bonds in reactants to facilitate
their selective functionalization through hydroreactions, e.g., semi-hydrogenation of alkynes,
linear and cyclic alkane dehydrogenation, selective hydrogenation of unsaturated aldehyde,
many hydrofunctionalization reactions, biomass deoxygenation, etc.15;22;59–62. However, in
many cases, selective and highly tunable catalysts are still lacking for current and future
catalytic applications63;64. In an effort to expand the roadmap for new catalytic materials,
we have focused upon understanding the surface and catalytic chemistry of intermetallic
compound (IMC) catalysts in a systematic fashion. Specifically, Ni-based IMCs composing
of boron group p-elements. This class of materials has demonstrated uniquely favorable
surface and catalytic chemistry in olefins production and is naturally compositionally
rich7;11;15;16;18;19;21;65–70. The reaction of semi-hydrogenation of acetylene has been utilized
to illustrate control of surface chemistry towards two different types of unsaturated C-C
bonds in a hydrogenation environment. Studies were limited to equimolar bulk stoichiometry
Ni+B-group IMCs such that all materials were isoelectronic.
IMCs comprised of non-noble metals mixed with post-TMs or semimetals, where bulk
bonding is strong enough to drive the formation of compositionally ordered compounds,
marks a promising compositional space that may exhibit wholly new surface and catalytic
chemistry due to strong electronic effects. Within the context of olefin production, results
from several studies suggest IMCs that are comprised of elements of similar size appear
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to promote improved orbital overlap, strong bonding within the bulk, reduced surface
reactivity, and improved catalytic performance in olefin production, e.g., Ni+Al, Ni+Ga,
Ni+Sn, Pd+Ga, Pd+In, Co+Ge, Pt+Sn, Pd+Sn, etc.7;12;15;18;21;61;68;71–77. Additionally, bulk
stoichiometry and surface compositions that are equimolar or p-element rich also roughly
correlate with elevated selectivity towards olefin production and reduced oligomerization in
semi-hydrogenation of alkynes7;72–74;78;79. An effect associated with IMC constituent element
electronegativity manipulating the Fermi level energy and surface chemistry of the IMC is
also evident, but has yet to be clearly established54;55;65;80. Nonetheless, understanding what
produces and controls the favorable surface chemistry of IMCs is of significant interest.
A selection of experimental and computational studies have already suggested that
reduced surface reactivity and limited hydrogenation activity are the source of the special
catalytic activity of these IMCs. Experimental studies have shown that olefins, aromatics,
and CO all bind less strongly over IMCs in comparison to their parent metals11–13;21;69. This
less aggressive surface reactivity correlates well with improved selectivity in olefins/aromatics
production7;15;16;18;19;70. Indeed, improved control or limited hydrogenation has been
connected to inhibited atomic H transfer as tracked by markedly reduced H2/D2 isotope
scrambling21;68. Despite a lack of reaction site composition characterization in experimental
studies, computational surface science studies have demonstrated that the p-element plays a
crucial role in modifying the surface and catalytic chemistry of IMCs20;65;81–84. Specifically,
that limited hydrogenation activity and reduced surface reactivity towards C=C bonds are
connected to p-element contributions to the surface chemistry20;65;72;81;83–86. Strong electronic
effects that greatly modify the reactivity of both TM and p-element in IMC surface chemistry
have also been reported as well as the formation of bulk electronic structures markedly
different from the constituent elements74;78;80.
Despite generally good agreement between experiment and computational surface science
studies thus far, several challenges are still present in the study of IMC catalysts regardless
of approach. Computationally, many basic aspects of modeling IMC surfaces must be
determined on a case-by-case basis and/or inferred from heuristics. Of critical concern
is IMC surface facet composition/termination, which cannot currently be treated with
ab initio thermodynamics approaches due to a lack of p-element source reference that
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is both computationally convenient and experimentally realizable86–88. In the Density-
Functional Theory (DFT) approach, the most appropriate exchange-correlation functional
for calculating IMCs has also yet to be determined. Because the bonding within IMCs may
depart significantly from that found in monometallic TM or TM+TM alloy solids, newer
functionals focused on capturing more localized bonding or highly hybridized electronic
structures may be needed34;40;89;90.
Experimentally, study of IMCs is equally challenging due to a lack of synthesis techniques
that produce high surface area nanoparticles in phase-pure form with specific surface
compositions. The degree at which element segregation occurs at the IMC particle surface
is also not well established and is likely dependent upon individual IMC compositions
and reaction condition features26;28;29;91;92. The quality of IMC surface composition
characterization is also lacking with many investigators utilizing techniques that yield
information from the topmost several nanometers of the material rather than the outermost
few atomic layers, e.g., XPS, EDS line scans, etc.7;12;21;68;73–76;78. Studies that utilize more
appropriate techniques such as TOF-SIMS or HS-LEIS are becoming more common, yet
are still fairly scarce compared to the number of possible IMCs79;88;93;94. Noting these
issues is critical such that the source of any lack of correlation between experimental and
computational studies may be isolated and eventually corrected.
To begin to systematically understand the effect of p-block element selection on the
surface and catalytic chemistry of IMCs in the production of olefins, we have performed an
exhaustive computational surface science study over Ni+B-group IMCs (NiB, NiAl, NiGa,
NiIn, and NiTl) in the context of the semi-hydrogenation of acetylene. Several aspects
dictated the reaction and materials selection. To simplify the reaction system to one that
was dependent only upon the surface chemistry towards carbon and hydrogen, acetylene
semi-hydrogenation was a natural choice. The reaction allowed for the investigation of the
hydrogenation of two unsaturated C–C bonds of differing reactivity. The Ni+B-group IMCs
of 1:1 bulk stoichiometry were chosen for several reasons: i) the existence of experimental
studies in the semi-hydrogenation of acetylene, ii) simple bulk crystal structures, and iii)
easily identified surface facets and terminations. The Ni+B-group IMCs are also isoelectronic
at the 1:1 stoichiometry. This allowed for the effect of orbital overlap between Ni and
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the p-element in dictating the nature of bulk bonding and surface and catalytic chemistry
to be investigated. Four XC functionals were utilized for the Density Functional Theory
(DFT) calculations to facilitate comparison and to determine where functional choice may
be more sensitive with respect to IMC composition. In addition to PBE-sol, PW91, PBE,
and RPBE were utilized to understand if new non-metallic-solids-focused functionals (PBE-
sol) are necessary to capture the surface chemistry of IMCs34;39–41.
4.3 Results
As an outline, the study consisted of determining the energetics for all reasonable pathways
including the selective hydrogenation of acetylene to ethylene, unselective overhydrogenation
of ethylene to ethane, oligomerization through C–C coupling of the intermediates HCCH
+ HCCH2, and coke formation through acetylene C–C cleavage before and after dehy-
drogenation. While determining the mechanism, an exhaustive search was performed to
find the most energetically favorable reaction site for each reaction step over each material.
Kinetic rate constants were then calculated using DFT-determined activation barriers and
pre-exponential factors and used to isolate rate-determining steps and dominant reaction
pathways for each material. Van der Waals interactions were not included in the calculations.
A minor substudy of the effect of atomic H surface coverage was also performed for selected
materials, but was limited to thermodynamics at this point. This effect will be fully
studied using kinetic Monte Carlo simulations in the future. Relative rates were utilized
in a Sabatier analysis to correlate with surface reactivity markers such as adsorption and
molecular distortion energy of acetylene and ethylene and dissociative H2 adsorption. Due
to the availability of three distinct reaction pathways in the reaction network, the Sabatier
analysis was limited to individual pathways for clarity. In-depth electronic structure analysis
using band structure, density of states, and Bader charge analysis was performed to correlate
with calculated surface and catalytic chemistry and surface reaction site preference and
composition. The information of bulk structures of Ni+B group IMCs including the space
group, lattice information, and element size is presented in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. The theoretical
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Table 4.1: Lattice information of the Ni+B-group IMCs. Theoretical and experimental
lattice parameters coincide with each other.
Catalyst Space group
Theoretical (Å) Experimental (Å) Error (%)
a b c a b c Ref. a b c
NiB C m c m 2.93 7.40 2.97 2.95 7.35 2.97 95 0.7 0.7 0
NiAl P m 3 m 2.89 2.89 2.89 2.89 2.89 2.89 96 0 0 0
NiGa P m 3 m 2.89 2.89 2.89 2.88 2.88 2.88 97 0.3 0.3 0.3
NiIn P 6 5.24 5.24 4.35 5.27 5.27 4.38 98 0.6 0.6 0.7
NiTl P 63/mm 4.42 4.42 5.54 4.03 4.03 5.04 99 9.0 9.0 9.0
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Table 4.2: Element size of Ni and B-group p-block element.
Element Ni B Al Ga In Tl Ref
Covalent Radii (Å) 1.24 0.84 1.21 1.22 1.42 1.45 100
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and experimental lattice parameters coincided with each other. The crystal structure of NiB
is orthorhombic, group space C m c m, and with lattice parameters of a = 2.93 Å, b = 7.40
Å, and c = 2.97 Å. In the NiB compound, Ni atoms are coordinated by three B atoms at
a distance of 2.174 Å, and two B at a distance of 2.112 Å. NiAl and NiGa have the same
crystal structure with a P m 3 m space group and lattice parameters a = b = c = 2.89
Å. Each Ni atom is coordinated by five Al or Ga atoms at a distance of 2.499 Å. NiIn is a
compound with hexagonal crystal structure of the P6 space group with lattice parameters
of a = b = 5.24 Å, and c = 4.35 Å. Each Ni atom has six In atoms neighbours with two
near In atoms at a distance of 2.268 Åand four In atoms at a distance of 2.536 Å. The NiTl
compound forms a hexagonal unit cell with P 63/m m c space group with lattice parameters
of a = b = 4.42 Å, and c = 5.54 Å. Six Tl atoms surround one Ni atom with a distance of
2.906 Å.
The possible reaction sites for Ni+B-group IMCs are shown in Figure 4.1. Over the NiB
(001) surface, one Ni atom was surrounded with three B atoms. Six types of reaction sites
were present including a Ni atop site (A1), a B atop site (A2), a Ni-Ni bridge site (B1),
a B-B bridge site (B2), a Ni-B bridge site (B3), a three-fold hollow of 2Ni and B (T1), a
three-fold hollow of Ni and 2B site (T2), and a four-fold hollow site of 2Ni and 2B (H1).
NiAl (110) and NiGa (110) exhibited the same surface atom packing that contained one Ni
atom surrounded by four Al or Ga atoms. The possible reaction sites over NiAl (110) and
NiGa(110) surfaces were a Ni atop site (A1), an Al or Ga atop site (A2), a Ni-Ni bridge (B1),
a Al-Al (or Ga-Ga) bridge (B2), a Ni-Al bridge site (or Ni-Ga bridge site)(B3), a three-fold
hollow of 2Ni and Al (or 2Ni and Ga)(T1), a three-fold hollow of Ni and 2Al (or Ni and
2Ga)(T2), a hollow site of 1-2 Ni and 2Al (or 2Ga)(H1), and a hollow site 2 of 2Ni and 2Al
(or 2Ga)(H2). NiIn (001) is unique in that it presents an additional Ni-dominated three-fold
hollow site. NiIn (001) presented a three-fold Ni ensemble as well as a Ni atop site (A1),
an In atop site (A2), a Ni-In bridge site (B1), a three-fold hollow of 3Ni(T1), a three-fold
hollow of 2Ni and In (T2), and a four-fold hollow of 3Ni and In (H1). The lowest energy
surface of NiTl (110) exhibited some free space thus tests were performed by adding Ni or
Tl to the surface to determine if alternate surface terminations were stable and/or presented
markedly different reactivity. Added Tl was expelled from the surface and added Ni led to
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Figure 4.1: Possible reaction sites for Ni+B-group IMCs. a) NiB; b) NiAl; c) NiGa; d)
NiIn; e) NiTl. A, B, T, and H represent atop site, bridge site, threefold site and hollow sites,
respectively. Elements in the model figures are color coded: Ni (light blue), B (yellow), Al
(light gray), Ga (magenta), In (medium gray), Tl (dark gray)
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very similar surface reactivity in adsorption probes as the as-cut surface. Therefore, in the
limit of this study, the as-cut NiTl surface was used throughout the study. The NiTl (110)
presents a Ni atop site (A1), a Tl atop site (A2), a Ni-Ni bridge site (B1), a Tl-Tl bridge
site (B2), a three-fold hollow site of 2Ni and Tl (T1), and a three-fold hollow site of 3Tl
(T2). In the vernacular of physical TM ensembles, all surfaces besides NiIn present two-fold
Ni ensembles.
4.3.1 Nature of Reaction Sites for Adsorbates and Intermediates
Summarizing where adsorbates and intermediates preferentially adsorb and the composition
of the reaction sites over each surface before presenting the kinetic analysis helps to illustrate
how changes in the electronic structure of the materials promotes differences in the relative
contributions of Ni and the p-elements to the surface and catalytic chemistry. In general,
where the p-element size starts to match that of Ni, as in NiAl and NiGa, strong electronic
effects begin to be evident. Once the p-element is larger than Ni and reduced orbital-
orbital overlap effects are present, ensemble type Ni-dominated surface chemistry is more
prevalent. The covalent element sizes of Ni and B-group p-block elements as determined
through bonding with C are stated next to the model surface pictures in Figure 4.2a100. The
radii track as B < Ni, Al and Ga similar to Ni, and In and Tl > Ni. The relative element
sizes were used to approximate the orbital overlap between Ni and the p-elements, and was
found to track well with IMC surface and catalytic chemistry. The effect of orbital overlap
between Ni and p-block element on electronic structure and surface and catalytic chemistry
will be discussed later.
The most favorable adsorption sites for acetylene, ethylene, molecular H2, and atomic H
over Ni and Ni+B-group IMCs are presented in Figure 4.2a. The most favorable reaction site
for molecule H2 over all surfaces was atop a Ni site. In the case of NiB, the most favorable
reaction sites for acetylene, ethylene, and atomic H were a B-B bridge site (B2), hollow site
(H1) that consisted of 2Ni and 2B, and atop B site (A1), respectively. In the case of NiAl,
acetylene preferentially adsorbed on the hollow site (H1) that consists of 2Ni and 2Al atoms.
The most favorable reaction site for ethylene and atomic H were a Ni-Ni bridge (B1) and a
hollow site of (H2) that consisted of 2Ni and 2Al atoms, respectively. The two hollow sites
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are compositionally distinct due to the geometry being different. Similarly, in the case of
NiGa, the most favorable adsorption site for acetylene and atomic H was also a hollow site
(H2) that consists of 2Ni and 2Ga atoms. However, ethylene adsorbed preferentially at a Ni-
Ga bridge site (B3). Over NiIn, the most favorable reaction site for acetylene, ethylene, and
atomic H were the three-fold hollow site of 3Ni (T1). Over NiTl, acetylene was preferentially
adsorbed over the three-fold hollow site of 2Ni and Tl (T1). On the other hand, the most
favorable ethylene and atomic H adsorption sites were Ni-Ni bridges (B1).
The reaction pathways of acetylene hydrogenation include selective hydrogenation of
acetylene to ethylene, overhydrogenation of ethylene to ethane, oligomerization of acetylene
to butadiene, and C-C and C-H cleavage of acetylene (see Figure 4.2b). We find that NiB,
NiAl, and NiGa exhibit electronic effects that promote mixed Ni and p-element composition
reaction sites in almost all reaction steps throughout the reaction network. NiB stands apart
in that most reaction steps occur over the B-B bridge or at an atop B site with no direct
Ni contribution, e.g., for CxHy intermediates and H. Only two instances deviated from this
trend: ethylene adsorption at the H1 hollow site of 2Ni and 2B and CH adsorption (after
C-C cleavage of acetylene) favored the T1 site of 2Ni and B. Over NiAl and NiGa, 18 of 24
reaction steps over NiAl and 23 of 24 reaction steps over NiGa occurred at mixed composition
reaction sites such as T1, T2, H1, and H2 sites. The exceptions were: for NiAl, the 1st and
2nd hydrogenation of ethylene to ethane and the hydrogenation of C4H5 to C4H6 that occur
atop a Ni site; for NiGa, the 2nd hydrogenation step of ethylene to ethane favored Ni atop
site. Interestingly, the nature of metastable site of atomic H before hydrogenation over NiB,
NiAl, and NiGa was also dominated by either mixed composition or only the p-element. The
situation is opposite over NiIn and NiTl where most reactions occur at Ni-only bridge or
hollow sites. Notably, 23 of 24 reaction steps over NiIn occur at Ni-dominated sites. The
only exception was CCH (after acetylene dehydrogenation) favored the H1 site of 3Ni and
In. Reaction sites over NiTl were wholly dominated by Ni with no Tl contribution.
These trends already show the effect of orbital overlap with three distinct reaction site
composition cases. Results also contrast considerably with established understanding of the
surface chemistry of PGM alloys and PGM IMCs where reaction sites are dominated by TMs
and ensemble or ligand effects are commonly observed6;9;11;74;78;80;101–104. Results suggest
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Figure 4.2: a) illustrative model surfaces with acetylene, ethylene, molecular H2, and atomic
H adsorbed over Ni and Ni+B-group IMCs; b) Rate constants for each reaction pathway in
semi-hydrogenation of acetylene. Elements in the model figures are color coded: Ni (light
blue), B (yellow), Al (light gray), Ga (magenta), In (medium gray), Tl (dark gray), C (green)
and H (black).
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that when a more reactive TM is used in TM+p-element IMC compositions, more significant
reorganization of the TM electronic structure occurs and p-states from the p-element are
within range of the Fermi level such that they can participate in the surface chemistry. This
effect has the potential to bring about wholly new surface chemistry for both the TM and
p-elements at the surface as well as in their combined composition hollow or bridge sites.
This assertion is supported by our electronic structure analysis presented later.
4.3.2 Kinetic Analysis of Reaction Pathways
A kinetic rate analysis was performed to understand the kinetic preference for each
catalyst for the selective production of ethylene, unselective overhydrogenation to ethane,
oligomerization via HCCH + HCCH2 coupling, and coke formation via C–C cleavage before
or after acetylene is dehydrogenated (see Figure 4.2b). Acetylene hydrogenation is necessary
to initiate all reaction pathways besides those associated with coking; therefore, it may
kinetically limit both production of ethane and butadiene in the oligomer pathway. As
a basis, Ni is predicted to exhibit both ethane production and oligomerization activity.
Over the Ni+B-group IMCs, results indicate that only NiAl would exhibit high selectivity
towards ethylene production with limited oligomerization. NiB is predicted to be mostly
catalytically inactive due to aggressive surface reactivity. NiGa, with the hydrogenation rate
of ethylene to ethane several orders of magnitude higher than acetylene hydrogenation, would
suggest all ethylene would be converted to ethane but be kinetically limited by acetylene
hydrogenation. The relative rates for ethylene and ethane production over NiIn indicate it
may show some selectivity towards ethylene, but because the oligomerization rate over this
surface is substantial, oligomerization is likely preferred. A similar case is encountered over
NiTl with acetylene hydrogenation preferentially branching to oligomerization rather than
ethane production. Oligomerization over NiAl or NiGa appears to be relatively limited. In
the pathway to coke formation, assumed to be associated with acetylene C–C cleavage before
or after its dehydrogenation, only Ni and NiTl exhibit rates that are comparable with other
pathways.
In addition, the effect of coverage of H on the reaction energetics was investigated to
a limited extent. As this is a study in and of itself that requires appropriate simulation
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techniques, the effect of H coverage was limited to the thermodynamics of acetylene
hydrogenation to ethylene over NiAl, NiGa, and NiIn. A simulation study using kinetic
Monte Carlo will be published in a follow-up study. The results showed 0.3 eV maximal
change of thermodynamics of hydrogenation over these three materials but with different
trends. Over NiAl, the 1st hydrogenation of acetylene actually became less favorable (∆E
changed from -0.2 eV to -0.1 eV) when the H coverage increased from 0.2 to 1. Whereas,
the 2nd hydrogenation of acetylene became less favorable (∆E changed from 0.0 eV to
+0.1 eV) when H coverage increased from 0.2 to 0.6 and then became more favorable
(∆E changed from +0.1 eV to -0.1 eV) when H coverage increased further to 1.0. Over
NiGa, the 1st hydrogenation of acetylene became less favorable (∆E changed from -0.3
eV to -0.2 eV) when the H coverage increased from 0.2 to 1.0. The 2nd hydrogenation
of acetylene over NiGa became less favorable with ∆E changed from 0.0 eV to +0.3 eV
when the H coverage increased from 0.2 to 0.4, and then became more favorable with ∆E
changed from +0.3 eV to 0.0 eV when H coverage increased further to 1.0. The NiIn case
showed an opposite trend where both 1st and 2nd hydrogenation of acetylene became slightly
more favorable when the H coverage increased (∆E changed from +0.9 eV to +0.8 eV for
the 1st hydrogenation step and remained the same for the 2nd hydrogenation step). These
trends contrast with the phenomenon observed over metal surfaces where high coverage of
H promotes hydrogenation1;105;106. The contribution of the p-element to the IMC electronic
structures clearly modifies this basic surface chemistry effect and must be understood through
further studies.
Comparing to experiments illustrates the role of inexactness in IMC synthesis, most
notably with respect to the surface composition of the IMC catalysts, which is an ongoing
challenge12;14;16;67–69;75. Because the synthesis of IMCs with bulk-like stoichiometric surface
compositions is not well established nor is it common to characterize the IMC surface
composition with sufficiently surface-sensitive techniques, many studies suffer from IMC
catalysts with nonideal surface terminations7;11;12;15;18;19;21;68;76. These issues convolute
comparison with computation, but once accounted for, some agreement can be isolated.
For example, Raney nickel (NiAl) has been shown to exhibit low selectivity towards
ethylene in the semi-hydrogenation of acetylene and appreciable C=C hydrogenation in
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selective hydrogenation reactions14;15;107–109. However, this disagreement is likely due to
Ni-rich surfaces produced through the oxidation of Al and its removal when “activating”
the material through etching procedures108–110. Therefore, careful oxygen-free synthesis and
storage of NiAl would be required to produce the activity predicted herein. Experimental
observations for Ni and NiGa in the semi-hydrogenation of alkynes agrees well with our
calculations that show high rates for C=C hydrogenation7;18;59;111. In the case of NiIn for
semi-hydrogenation, experimental results are limited to a study that utilized various Ni
and In nominal loadings on SiO2
19. It is noted that XRD of the materials showed mixed
phases throughout. Nonetheless, the NiIn/SiO2 catalyst exhibited high selectivity (60%)
towards oligomerization, which agrees with our predictions. Studies using Ni+In IMCs in
selective hydrogenation further showed that C=C bonds were preferentially hydrogenated75.
No experimental studies of NiTl in catalysis are currently available.
Comparing to experimental studies of NiBx compounds, none have been used in acetylene
semi-hydrogenation, but the selective hydrogenation of the C=C bond within unsaturated
aldehydes has been demonstrated112;113. This activity contrasts with our calculations only
because we focused upon the lowest energy reaction pathway and its reaction sites. The
less reactive Ni-rich or Ni-only sites present at the Ni boride surface may contribute
significantly to the more facile hydrogenation observed experimentally (see Tables 4.3 and 4.4
for acetylene and ethylene adsorption at B and Ni sites over NiB). Additionally, increasing
the B concentration in the NiBx has been shown to drive even more C=C hydrogenation
but result in severe deactivation112;114;115. Comparing with IMCs produced from a PGM
such as Pd supports the presence of a systematic trend in the effect of element size in the
IMC. Considering that Pd is larger, the p-elements that would produce similar low surface
reactivity would need to increase in comparison to the Ni IMCs. For example, the special
surface chemistry is observed for PdGa and PdIn illustrated by improved selectivity towards
ethylene and inhibited oligomerization in the semi-hydrogenation of acetylene72–74;78. The
same size-match effect is evident in our study of NiAl and NiGa. This trend was also
demonstrated in other IMC compositions where element sizes match, e.g., PdGa, PgAg,
PtSn, WC in selective hydrogenation, dehydrogenation, and deoxygenation reactions and in
computational studies59;74;81;116;117.
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Table 4.3: Acetylene adsorption energies over Ni-dominated, mixed-composition, and pTM-
dominated reaction sites.




NiB Three-fold of 2Ni and B -2.7 B-B Bridge -4.5 electronic
NiAl Ni-Ni Bridge -1.8 hollow of 2Ni and 2Al -2.4 electronic
NiGa Ni-Ni Bridge -1.5 hollow of 2Ni and 2Ga -1.9 electronic
NiIn Three-fold of 3Ni -2.6 Atop of In -0.2 ensemble
NiTl Ni-Ni Bridge -1.8 Three-fold of 2Ni and Tl -1.9 electronic
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Table 4.4: Ethylene adsorption energies over Ni-dominated, mixed-composition, and pTM-
dominated reaction sites.




NiB Hollow of 2Ni and 2B -2.9 B-B Bridge -2.7 electronic
NiAl Ni-Ni Bridge -0.2 Three-fold of 2Ni and Al -0.2 electronic
NiGa Atop of Ni -0.2 Ni-Ga Bridge -0.2 electronic
NiIn Three-fold of 3Ni -1.4 Ni-In Bridge -0.9 electronic
NiTl Ni-Ni Bridge -1.2 Tl-Tl Bridge -0.1 ensemble
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4.3.3 Sabatier Correlation Analysis
Sabatier correlations between activity and surface chemical reactivity markers were investi-
gated to shed light upon the contributions of different surface chemistries to the calculated
relative rates. Significant changes in surface chemical reactivity of the suite of IMCs towards
intermediates and reactants as a function of p-block element produces an equally significant
range of relative activities in each reaction pathway (see Figure 4.3a, 4.3b, and 4.3c). Sabatier
correlations for hydrogenation of acetylene to ethylene, hydrogenation of ethylene to ethane,
and oligomerization of acetylene to butadiene are shown in Figure 4.3a, 4.3b, and 4.3c,
respectively. The x and y- axis are the surface chemical reactivity markers acetylene or
ethylene adsorption energy, and H2 dissociative adsorption energy. The z- axis is the relative
activity calculated as a normalized kinetic rate constant (log(k/kmax)). Correlations were
produced for individual reaction pathways due to the lack of a common surface reactivity
marker that dictated activity in all three pathways. Significant sampling of each correlation
space by the suite of materials indicates no one surface reactivity marker is able to describe
the relative activity of the materials. General observations locate the maximum in activity
for acetylene hydrogenation around ∆Ediss.ads,H2 ads of –0.5 eV and ∆Eads,C2H2 of –2.3 eV
(shown in Figure 4.3a). Likewise, in ethylene hydrogenation, the maximum is predicted
around ∆Ediss.ads,H2 of –0.5 eV and ∆Eads,C2H4 of –1.0 eV, which is in line with the established
understanding of lower surface reactivity towards hydrogen and moderate binding of the
molecule to be hydrogenated leads to more rapid hydrogenation (shown in Figure 4.3b).
The maximum in activity for the production of the oligomer precursor butadiene resides
at ∆Ediss.ads,H2 of –0.8 eV and ∆Eads,C2H2 of –1.8 eV (shown in Figure 4.3c). The lack of
systematic and localized linear trends that were a function of only one surface chemical
reactivity marker, as commonly encountered over monometallic surfaces, further suggests
significant ensemble or electronic effects in the Ni+B-group IMC surface and catalytic
chemistry11;59;103;118;119. As all Ni+B-group IMCs are isoelectronic, the changes in surface
chemistry are driven predominantly by changes in orbital-orbital overlap, electronegativity
differences between Ni and the p-element, and a minor ensemble effect (three-fold to two-fold
Ni reaction sites, where applicable).
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Figure 4.3: a) Sabatier correlation between acetylene hydrogenation activity and acetylene
adsorption and H2 dissociative adsorption; b) Sabatier correlation between ethylene
hydrogenation activity and ethylene adsorption and H2 dissociative adsorption; c) Sabatier
correlation between oligomerization activity and acetylene adsorption and H2 dissociative
adsorption; d) acetylene and ethylene adsorption energy over Ni and Ni+B-group IMCs; e)
acetylene and ethylene distortion energy over Ni and Ni+B-group IMCs; f) H2 dissociative
adsorption energy over Ni and Ni+B-group IMCs on different adsorption sites, points
connected by line are on the most favorable sites, and others not connected by line are
on the less favorable sites.
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4.4 Discussion
4.4.1 Deviations from Established Metal-Derived BEP Relation-
ships
In developing structure-activity relationships for the Ni+B-group IMCs, the nonmonotonic
changes within the electronic structure and surface chemistry as a function of p-element
selection must be accounted. Correlating kinetics with individual surface chemical reactivity
markers, thermodynamics for reaction steps, or d-band centers over all materials show a
rough general linear trend, but significant deviations are found for the IMCs that exhibit
stronger electronic effects and p-element contributions to reaction sites, e.g., over NiB, NiAl,
and NiGa. Specifically, the deviations in correlation between ∆E and Ea indicate that new
BEP correlations may be accessed over IMCs despite the limited materials studied herein.
Considering adsorption probes as surface reactivity makers, general changes in surface
reactivity as a function of p-block element agrees roughly with observed reaction pathway
preference, but some critical deviations are present over NiAl and NiGa. Acetylene, ethylene,
and dissociative H2 adsorption follow a rough volcano-like trend with NiAl and NiGa
exhibiting the lowest reactivity towards the adsorbates (see Figure 4.3d, 4.3e, and 4.3f).
The reduced surface reactivity of NiAl and NiGa correlate well with improved orbital overlap
where the element sizes match. Whereas, for smaller (B) or larger (In or Tl) p-block elements
where a size mismatch occurs with Ni, greatly elevated surface reactivity is encountered. It
is first noted that all surfaces readily dissociate H2 (Ea ranged from 0.0 to +0.3 eV) (see
Table 4.5). Therefore, the availability of atomic H is not likely a controlling factor in the
predicted catalyst performances. The aggressive nature of B-dominated reaction sites of NiB
correlates well with high barriers throughout the reactions on its surface. Weaker yet still
significant adsorption of acetylene and ethylene over Ni-dominated sites of NiIn and NiTl
correlates well with C–C coupling, yet hydrogenation is limited. The reduced binding of
key hydrocarbon and intermediates adsorbates over NiAl and NiGa would naturally suggest
more facile complete hydrogenation to ethane and more facile C–C coupling, yet this is
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Table 4.5: Molecular H2 adsorption energy and site, H2 dissociative adsorption energy and
site, and thermodynamic and kinetic energies of dissociation of H2 to atomic H.
Catalyst
Adsorption of H2 H2 dissociative adsorption H2 2 H
Eads(eV) Adsorption site Eads(eV) Adsorption site ∆E(eV) Ea(eV)
Ni -0.2 Atop of Ni -0.6 Ni-Ni Bridge -0.9 +0.1
NiB -0.3 Atop of Ni -1.1 Atop of B -1.9 +0.3
NiAl +0.1 Atop of Ni -0.6 Hollow of 2Ni and 2Al -1.1 +0.0
NiGa +0.0 Atop of Ni -0.3 Hollow of 2Ni and 2Ga -0.7 +0.1
NiIn -0.6 Atop of Ni -1.1 Three-fold of 3Ni -1.5 +0.0
NiTl -0.6 Atop of Ni -0.8 Ni-Ni Bridge -1.1 +0.0
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not observed in the reaction energetics analysis further indicating a departure from metal-
derived BEP correlations. The energetics of hydrogen transfer from the surface to the
intermediate appear to drive these differences. For example, acetylene hydrogenation is
an order of magnitude faster than ethylene hydrogenation over NiAl and the opposite over
NiGa.
Focusing on correlations between thermodynamic driving forces and kinetic barriers,
similar deviations from metal-derived BEP correlations (Ni specifically) are encountered for
NiB, NiAl, and NiGa. In acetylene hydrogenation, the 1st hydrogenation over NiB and both
1st and 2nd hydrogenations over NiGa deviate with higher barriers than expected with respect
to their thermodynamic driving forces. In ethylene hydrogenation, both hydrogenations over
NiB and NiAl and the 2nd hydrogenation over NiGa deviate similarly with higher barriers
than expected from the general metal-derived BEP correlation. Again, these deviations occur
over the three materials that exhibit the greatest electronic structure changes upon IMC
formation or significant/dominant contributions from the p-element in the surface reactions.
These trends are most evident in comparing Ni, NiAl, and NiGa, as presented in Figure 4.4.
Within acetylene hydrogenation, the greatly elevated reactivity of acetylene likely played
a role in normalizing hydrogenation BEP correlations due to it circumventing changes in
surface reactivity driven by changing the p-element in the IMC. These results suggest that
scrutinizing simple reactivity markers is insufficient to understand the surface and catalytic
chemistry of the IMCs. Instead, the electronic nature of the bonding of critical surface species
and the role of IMC electronic structure in dictating surface chemistry must be scrutinized in
detail to understand the predicted surface and catalytic chemistry as a function of p-element
selection. Similar indications of new BEP correlations have been isolated in the study of
other IMCs such as PdIn, PdGa, Al13Fe4, Al13Co4, Al5Co2, and Ni3Ga
20;28;66;72–74;78;80–83;120;121
and in our prior studies of the surface and catalytic chemistry of Ni and Ti ceramics54;55.
4.4.2 Analysis of Electronic Structures
Electronic analysis of the Ni+B-group IMCs beyond a focus on d-band center was found
to be necessary to understand the marked changes in their surface chemistry. The critical
features of the electronic structure of the IMCs are: i) the degree of hybridization of the d-
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of thermodynamic driving forces and kinetic barriers over Ni, NiAl,
and NiGa a) in the hydrogenation of acetylene b) and hydrogenation of ethylene. Elements
in the model figures are color coded: Ni (blue), Al (light gray), Ga (magenta), C (green)
and H (black).
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and p-states as indicated by band spread in the energy spectrum, ii) the density of d- and
p-states near the Fermi level that may participate in the surface chemistry, iii) the density of
non-bonding-like d-states and their proximity to the Fermi level, and iv) the location of the
Fermi level dictated by the effective electronegativity of the IMC as modified by the p-element
(see Figure 4.5). The distribution of d-orbital of Ni and s- and p- orbitals of p-block elements
in the band structure and band spreading in energy may be used to approximate the degree
of hybridization in the IMC solids (see Figure 4.5, all bands plotted on a similar energy
scale). Within this framework, NiB exhibited selective hybridization of d- and p-states
and less energetically dispersed p-states near the Fermi level that significantly promoted
B reactivity. NiAl and NiGa exhibited highly hybridized bulk bonding with significantly
energetically dispersed d- and p-states. The presence of both d- and p-states near the Fermi
level also promoted both Ni and Al or Ga surface site reactivity. NiIn exhibited selective
hybridization between the d- and p-states and less pronounced band spreading. The nature
of this hybridization promoted Ni surface reactivity. NiTl showed even less hybridization
and Ni states near to the Fermi level. Again, unhybridized d-states in NiTl promote the
reactivity of surface Ni sites. In general, the electronic features highlighted here correlated
well with the composition of the more reaction sites over the IMCs. Results also are similar
to those obtained in the electronic analysis by others of IMCs comprised of similarly sized
TM and p-elements, e.g., PtGa, PdIn, FeAl, CoAl, and NiAl46;74;78;80;122;123. Several also
noting more covalent bonding leading to lower surface reactivity. It should be noted that
this electronic structure analysis is not intended to be quantitative. On the other hand, it is
aimed at characterizing electronic features that correlate with observed surface and catalytic
chemistry. In the end, these observations promoted a more in-depth electronic analysis of
key adsorbates, namely ethylene and atomic H, to understand how IMC electronic structure
dictates activity in a key selectivity turning point as well as the departures from metal-like
BEP correlations for hydrogenation kinetics.
An electronic analysis of adsorbed ethylene and atomic H over Ni and the Ni+B-group
IMCs illustrated that specific types of bonding disruption within the adsorbed ethylene as
well as the nature of the bond between atomic H and the surface dictate the calculated
kinetics. Within the ethylene adsorbate, disruption of the pi bonding/antibonding states
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Figure 4.5: Electronic analysis of Ni and Ni+B-group IMCs from left to right: band
structure and DOS of clean surfaces and DOS of adsorbed atomic H over Ni and Ni+B-
group IMCs. Vertically materials are listed as a) Ni, b) NiB, c) NiAl, d) NiGa, e) NiIn, and
f) NiTl. D-band centers of clean surfaces and s-centers of adsorbed atomic H are indicated
by red triangles to the right of the DOS plots. To make the DOS comparisons more facile,
DOS were normalized by number of electrons present and scaled. Scaling is noted in each
plot box.
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occurs universally over all surfaces, as expected, yet new and energetically localized carbon-
surface states occur only over NiIn and NiTl (see Figure 4.6). The disruption of the pi
bonding states may prime the molecule for sigma bond addition through hydrogenation.
However, this is dependent upon the ability of the surface to transfer hydrogen. Analysis of
the center of the s-state of adsorbed atomic H illustrates a clear connection between lower
energy s-centers and limited hydrogenation and vice versa (see Figure 4.5). The s-centers
track from least to most negative as Ni < NiTl < NiGa < NiB < NiIn < NiAl. Contrasting
Ni, NiGa, and NiAl in ethylene hydrogenation, a clear correlation with atomic H electronic
state energy and hydrogenation are evident, e.g., Ni > NiGa  NiAl. This was a trend
not captured well with the energetics of surface chemical reactivity markers. The elevated
s-center energy of atomic H over Ni and NiTl correlates well with more facile hydrogenation
throughout the entire reaction mechanism. Focusing upon cases where ethylene adsorption
leads to carbon-surface states near the Fermi level, e.g., over NiIn and NiTl, we find this
feature leads to C–C bond disruption and more facile C–C coupling. Correlation between
kinetics and the degree of disruption in the sigma bonding network within adsorbed ethylene
was much less clear, yet suggested another degree of adsorbate activation that may be
correlated with reaction pathway preference. The effect of p-element electronegativity in
dictating the position of the s-state of atomic H leads to generally limited hydrogenation
kinetics over the IMCs in comparison to Ni. This feature may be useful to further manipulate
the stability of atomic H and its transfer to surface-bound intermediates. These results
suggest that electronic analysis of adsorbates may be necessary to fully understand how
IMC surface chemistry is produced.
4.5 Conclusion
In conclusion, our studies presented herein have helped to shed some direction on how
constituent element selection, orbital overlap, bulk bonding, and reaction site composition
systematically dictate the surface and catalytic chemistry of TM IMCs in the semi-
hydrogenation of acetylene. Results demonstrate that the nature of the electronic structure
of the Ni+B-group IMCs transforms from moderately hybridized (NiB) to highly hybridized
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Figure 4.6: Molecular orbital analysis of ethylene adsorption utilizing gas phase ethylene
symmetry designations throughout to ease comparison to the gas phase.
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(NiAl and NiGa) back to moderately hybridized (NiIn and NiTl) as a function of the
Ni-p-element orbital overlap. The changes in the nature of the bulk bonding of the
IMCs also translates to markedly manipulated surface chemistry towards C=C bonds and
significantly modulates hydrogenation activity. Changes in IMC bulk bonding also produced
a full spectrum of surface chemical traits that would be characterized as electronic and
ensemble-like depending on the contribution of the surface p-elements to the observed surface
chemistry. New BEP correlations are also evident over the Ni+B-group IMCs that exhibit
strong electronic effects and pronounced p-element contributions to the surface chemistry.
Correlations of hydrogenation thermodynamics and kinetics over these materials (NiB, NiAl,
and NiGa) depart significantly from the trends observed over monometallic TM surfaces
suggesting that new and unique control of catalytic chemistry is possible through the new
electronic structures presented by select IMCs. The new surface chemistry encountered over
the IMCs also necessitated an in-depth electronic analysis of both the IMCs and the critical
adsorbates ethylene and atomic H to understand the trends in reaction energetics. Analysis
of the disruption of molecular orbitals within adsorbed ethylene and the center of the s-state
for adsorbed atomic H with respect to the Fermi level provided additional markers that
tracked well with observed hydrogenation kinetics of ethylene. In the end, the observations
made in this study suggest that the surface chemistry of IMCs may be abundantly tunable
beyond simple physical ensemble effects and may be made to present wholly unique surface
chemistry towards unsaturated C–C bonds and modified hydrogenation activity that has
heretofore been mostly inaccessible over monometallic TMs, TM+TM alloys, and TM+CM
IMCs and alloys. An IMC compositional space where size match of constituent elements








This study has established an understanding of what critical fundamental features dictated
the synthesis of supported nanoparticle IMC and developed techniques applicable to the
greater IMC compositional space. Fundamental understanding of kinetics and thermo-
dynamics of IMC formation was built by systematically investigating the effect precursor
and support choice, H2 chemical potential, and annealing agent and temperature. These
investigations provide directions of bulk and surface composition control during synthesis
and achieve optimal control of all the catalytically relevant properties of non-noble metal
IMCs. Since the reactivity of TM and p-elements varies considerably thus region-specific
synthesis techniques will be needed.
5.2 Introduction
The science and technology of heterogeneous catalysis is particularly important at this time
due to the energy and environmental challenges which are demanding to be solved in the
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world. Catalysis lies at the heart of the petroleum and chemical industries to produce
everything from fuels and bulk chemicals. It also provides solutions for modern issues,
such as energy, alternative fuels, pollution control, and green chemistry6–10. In the past
nearly 200 years, many efforts were put into development of heterogeneous catalysts such
as zeolites, platinum group metals (PGM), PGM derived PGM+TM alloys which have been
the mainstream catalysts in the community. These catalysts have exhibited high catalytic
performance in some important and industrially relevant catalytic reactions, but the progress
of many other reactions (like ammonia synthesis and upgrade of natural gas and biomass
to valuable fuels) is still limited due to their insufficient range of surface chemistry124;125.
It has become more clear that the needed surface chemistry for these transformations may
not be readily available through the use of these mainstream catalysts. Therefore, catalyst
selections need to be expanded for different reactions which require different degrees of surface
chemistry. Many UHV surface chemistry studies indicated pure elements of the periodic
table were too reactive to be good catalysts, reducing their reactivity by bonding them with
other elements would make for more ideal less reactive surface chemistry4;5. Intermetallic
compounds (IMCs) are composed of atomically ordered mixtures of non-noble transition
metals and post-transition metal or semimetal elements, thus there is a huge compositional
space available by selecting constituent elements and adjusting TM-to-p ratios.
The use of small amount of p-block elements as dopants or modifiers (such as B, Al,
Ge, Sn, Pb, Bi, Sb, Te, and Tl) into noble metals (Pd, Pt, Rh, and Ru) and transition
metals (Ni, Co, and Fe) resulted in unique surface and catalytic chemistry, which suggested
that IMCs would be promising catalysts126;127. These modified metal catalysts exhibit
improved catalytic activity and stability than that of parent metals because of either over-
reactive site blocking by inert p-block elements (like Bi and Pb) or change of electronic
structure. However, simple modification by dopants or promoters limited the progress
of systematic control of surface and catalytic performance, so synthesis of well-defined
IMCs with pure bulk phase as well as bulk-like terminated surface composition became
demanding in the community. Well-defined IMCs can be rationally selected to produce
a wide range of surface chemistry due to change of electronic structure nature, which
can be beneficial for reactions requiring different degrees of surface reactivity towards C,
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H, and O and have been illustrated in many studies by us and others. In our work,
Ni+Ga IMCs have been demonstrated to exhibit high selectivity towards propylene and
ethylene in the dehydrogenation reaction and ideal H2/CO2 and H2/CO production in
propane steam reforming as well as excellent stability128–130. Studies by others indicate
Pd+Ga, Pd+In, Pd+Sn, Pt+Sn, Ni+Al, Ni+Ga, and Ni+Sn are promising materials in
semi-hydrogenation, direct dehydrogenation for olefin production, selective hydrogenation
of unsaturated aldehydes, biomass deoxygenation, CO2 partial reduction for methanol
production, and hydrocarbon and reforming of oxygenated compounds7;12;15;18;21;61;68;71–77.
Through these studies it has been demonstrated that inclusion of the pTM in the TM or
noble-metal solid directly produces new surface reactivity towards C=C bonds and bonds
that contain oxygen, such as C–O, O–H, and C=O. The change of surface and catalytic
chemistry from these studies is suggested to be promoted by new electronic structure of
IMCs including shift of d-band center, hybridization of d-states of TM and s,p-states of
p-block element, and contribution of both d-states p-states to surface chemistry.
The systematic study of surface and catalytic chemistry of IMCs is challenging due to
a lack of understanding and techniques specific for the synthesis of high surface area oxide-
supported nanoparticles in phase-pure form with enhanced control over particle surface
composition. Traditional methods for production of an ingot of material are through arc
melting and high-frequency heating methods at high temperature, followed by ball-milling
to produce particles with particle size in a scale of micrometers16;28;131–133. However, these
methods offer little control of morphology, particle size, and particle surface composition
since high temperature often causes particle agglomeration with low surface area28. In
addition, the particles can be contaminated and get oxidized during the milling process due
to the use of a solvent. For example, Pd2Ga synthesized by ball milling showed the formation
of gallium oxide over the surface of IM during the ball milling134. Solution methods such
as co-reduction, sol-gel, solvothermal, and hydrothermal synthesis, have been developed
for synthesis of IMCs at low temperature by using strong reducing agents which can drive
complete reduction of precursors for IMC formation and avoid aggregation by using some
capping agents69;84;135;136. But this type of method may lead to kinetically trapped species
because the reducing agent cannot provide enough vibrational energy for structurally relaxing
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IMC crystallites leading to impurity of bulk phase and surface segregation. Also, it is difficult
to remove organic capping agents which may block the active reaction sites.
For an application to a catalyst industrially, it is desirable that IMC particles are
nanosized and stabilized on supports to obtain high surface area and high atom efficiency.
Supported IMCs with high surface area are generally prepared via dry impregnation,
incipient wetness, deposition precipitation, co-reduction, and chemical vapor deposition
methods10;21;137–140. Prior efforts in synthesis of supported IMCs nanoparticles by using
these methods resulted in multiphase systems where particles may be of disparate phases
or polyphase individual particles are often encountered19;23. This is potentially caused by
insufficient reduction potential including reducing agent chemical potential and reduction
temperature and strong interaction with support, but the fundamental understanding of
these aspects on formation of IMCs has not been well established yet. Surface composition
control is another aspect which is correlated with surface chemistry of materials, while few
studies show the ability to manipulate it.
The quality of IMC surface composition characterization is also lacking with many
investigators utilizing techniques that yield information from the topmost several nanometers
of the material rather than the outermost few atomic layers, e.g., EDS line scans, XPS,
ect.11–17;19;23;68;69. XPS has been employed routinely for many decades to study the
elemental surface composition of solids and can be made to be more surface sensitive
with an analysis depth of about 1-10 nm by tracking electrons at a energy range of 5-
50 eV28;73. Recent reports have indicated that ion scattering methods, such as low and
medium energy ion scattering (HS-LEIS and MEIS) and TOF-SIMS are more appropriate
and becoming more common techniques. HS-LEIS can be used to probe the outermost atomic
layer which is the preferred and more surface-sensitive technique for surface composition
measurement technique although suffer from sputtering effect since an accurate sputtering
rate is determined by considering many factors such as atomic weight, elemental sputtering
yield, material density, actual elemental composition, and crystallographic structure in the
outermost surface region141–143. But the sputtering effect is fairly minor because the detected
ions are from the sputtered surface and using raster for beam also limits this effect. TOF-
SIMS usually suffers from an effect determined by the fact that only stable ionic clusters
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can leave the surface, which can affect the composition measured and favor gas phase ionic
cluster stoichiometry that is not representative of the surface composition144.
5.3 Results and Discussion
5.3.1 Overview of Formation of Well-defined IMCs
Results indicate that the formation of well-defined IMC is dominated by reduction kinetics
of precursors, diffusion of reduced elements, relative bulk IMC phase stability, and
thermodynamic driving forces for element segregation due to the gas phase chemical potential
applied during preparation. Each of these effects can individually drive the formation
of multiphase systems with off-stoichiometric surface composition if not well-controlled.
Reduction kinetics can be controlled via selection of precursors and adjusting reduction
conditions such as reducing agent chemical potential and temperature. The diffusion of
reduced elements is as a function of their reactivity, the innate surface reactivity of the oxide
support and reduction conditions employed. Surface reorganization of as-prepared IMC is
related to inherent bulk stability of IMC and annealing agents and temperature.
5.3.2 Effect of Salt Choice on Reduction Dynamics
The kinetics of salt reduction was dictated by the nature of precursor salt and its interaction
with oxide support, which was evident by TPR study of Al2O3 and SiO2 supported individual
or mixed Ni, Ga, and In salts with H2. Results illustrated that degrees of reduction kinetics
depend on the choice of precursor species which plays a role in formation of solids. For
example, as shown in Figure 5.1, reduction of NiCl2 and Ni(OH)x was slower and less
complete than Ni(NO3)2 because of the chloride-induced stabilization of cationic nickel
species and hydrogen bondings in Ni(OH)x with surface making them more stable than
Ni(NO3)x. Similarly, the slower reduction of rhodium chloride than rhodium nitrate also
was encountered in the synthesis of formation of oxide supported rhodium145. In addition,
complete reduction of the two constituent elements at similar temperatures led to an
availability of reduced elements that greatly favors formation of pure bulk phases with
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Figure 5.1: Investigation on effect of precursor choice on reduction kinetics of salts using
temperature-programmed reduction under H2
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stoichiometry same as actual nominal loadings. The closer reduction temperature between
Ni(NO3)2 and Ga(NO3)3 than NiCl2 or Ni(OH)x and Ga(NO3)3 led to more complete
and rapid reduction of NiGa(NO3)x. The effect of precursors on IMC formation also was
investigated by Komatsu’s group in the synthesis of Pd-based IMCs indicating formation of
IMC is related to individual reduction kinetic of constituent element precursor and smaller
reduction kinetics difference between component precursors can enhance formation139. Based
on this understanding, they successfully synthesized PdBi/Al2O3 while failing to produce
pure Pd3Sn and Pd3Pd with larger salt reduction kinetics differences under the same
reduction condition.
Due to high oxophilicity of early transition metal IMCs and reactive p-block elements,
oxide or complex precipitation can be readily formed when they are deposited on oxide
support or employing solvent containing O/OH groups (H2O and alcohol, etc.), which causes
difficult reduction. This phenomenon was encountered in our work and many reported
synthesis studies. For example, InOx precipitation formed quickly when In(NO3)3 was
dissolved in water, thus nitric acid was utilized to prevent the formation of InOx. Then
NaOH was added to purposely transfer nitrate to hydroxide to lower the reduction energy.
Another case is the synthesis of TM+Ge IMCs. Since germanium salts are so reactive towards
H2O that GeO2 is formed and hard to be reduced, which hinders the formation of TM+Ge
IMCs. Therefore, TM+Ge IMCs must be synthesized by using less reactive precursors with
organic solvent as well as in absence of air. In literature, pure Ni3Ge was produced inside
the mesopores of MCM-41 through successive loading of Ni followed by CVD with Ge(CH3)4
under H2 flow. NiGe2 with pure bulk phases was synthesized by using mechanical milling
under high pressure at 700◦C21. This issue also was encountered on synthesis of early TM
IMCs, such as Mo, Ta, Nb, thus these compounds only can be produced via a melting method
leading to ill-defined materials132;146;147. Clearly, control of kinetics of reduction significantly
affects the formation of materials, which is not only related to precursor choice but also
reducing temperature and reducing agents chemical potential.
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5.3.3 Effect of Kinetics of Formation and Diffusion
The rate of IMC formation is a function of the innate kinetics of formation and concentrations
of as-reduced constituent elements within the region of IMC growth. Kinetics of formation
is determined by the inherent nature of phase stability and the stability of the constituent
elements adsorbed to the support surface, and concentration of element is affected by kinetics
of element diffusion across the surface. To understand the complete formation mechanism of
IMC, kinetics of formation and diffusion kinetics of element as a function of temperature and
supports were investigated by tracking kinetically preferred phases of supported NiGa with
1:1 nominal loading after reduction at 500◦C and 700◦C under 100% H2 (see Figure 5.2).
Both of the kinetically preferred phases of NiGa supported on SiO2 and C after reduction
at 500◦C and 700◦C were NiGa and Ni5Ga3, respectively, which was consistent with the
phase stability order of Ni+Ga: Ni3Ga > Ni5Ga3 > NiGa from phase diagram. It is noted
that when supplied energy is not sufficient to overcome kinetics of formation and diffusion to
reach the equilibrium state, the phase with most energetically favorable will be preferentially
produced10;148. This phenomenon was also encountered in the synthesis of NiIn/SiO2 with
1:1 nominal loading that Ni2In3 phase was produced after reduction at 700
◦C with 100%
H2 potentially because of insufficient reduction temperature. This temperature-dependent
trend can be explained by increased element mobility and reduced Gibbs free energy of IMC
formation with elevated temperature. An in situ XRD of NiGa formation study by Norskov’s
group indicated that Ni3Ga phase was kinetically preferred at 300
◦C and followed by Ni5Ga3
phase at 400◦C and NiGa phase at 600◦C, which suggested the important role of reducing
temperature in the formation of IMCs10.
At low reducing temperature, the slow diffusion of elements next to IMC limits the rate
of particle growth, which is likely to form phases with lower energy or multi phases. The
effect of less than optimal element availability on kinetically preferred phase and phase purity
of IMC was amplified on supports with higher reactivity due to strong interaction between
reduced precursor elements and the support surface. As shown in Figure 5.2, compared with
the kinetically preferred phase using SiO2 and C, when Al2O3 support with higher reactivity
was employed, Ni3Ga, a phase with lower energy than Ni5Ga3 was produced at 500
◦C. This
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Figure 5.2: XRD of supported Ni+Ga IMC with 1:1 nominal loading at different reduction
temperatures which illustrates the effect of temperature on formation kinetics of IMCs: a)
over SiO2 support; b) over oxidized C support; and c) over Al2O3 support
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is because Ni and Ga sitting next to IMC are bound more strongly to the Al2O3 surface
and thus they are inhibited to be added to particles to form targeted phases. The effect of
support on diffusion kinetics was demonstrated by EDS analysis that Ga was stuck on the
surface of Al2O3 but this was not observed on SiO2 supported NiGa. The phenomenon of
diffusion kinetics affected by oxide support was encountered in literature that pure Pd3Pb
phase was obtained on SiO2 but failed to be obtained on Al2O3 support with the same
reduction conditions139;149. Therefore, employing higher reducing temperatures or supports
with lower surface reactivity can promote formation of IMCs with pure bulk phase.
5.3.4 The Effect of H2 Chemical Potential on the Formation of
Stoichiometric IMCs
The effect of chemical potential of reducing agents on the formation of IMCs was
systematically studied by reducing NiGa with a variable range of H2 concentration. As
shown in Figure 5.3, in the case of NiGa/SiO2 (nominal loading is Ni:Ga=1:1), only Ni5Ga3
was observed under a 2% H2 reducing environment, and NiGa phase was observed with
elevated H2 chemical potential and pure NiGa phase was produced by reducing with 10%
H2. This suggested interaction between H and element can promote mobility of constituent
elements across the surface by weakening interaction between elements and support surface.
If H2 chemical potential is not sufficient, diffusion of as-reduced constituent elements next
to IMCs will be limited by interaction between elements and surface, which can affect the
IMC growth causing formation of multi phases or phases with lower energy. A similar effect
was found when a support with higher chemical reactivity (Al2O3) was employed. This
effect can still be circumvented using higher H2 chemical potential (>30%) to produce pure
NiGa phase. On the other hand, over supports with lower chemical reactivity (oxidized C)
than SiO2, lower H2 chemical potential (5%) was required to obtain a pure NiGa phase.
Clearly, the effect of H2 chemical potential on IMC formation is support-dependent which is
a result of interaction between surface and element. The presence of H-element interaction
can increase concentration of constituent elements near the IMC particle to facilitate its
formation. However, no study in literature focused on the H2 chemical potential effect on
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Figure 5.3: XRD of supported Ni+Ga IMC with 1:1 nominal loading at different H2
chemical potential: a) over SiO2 support; b) over Al2O3; and c) over oxidized C support
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element diffusion kinetics and IMC formation. The investigation on these aspects in our
study allows production of pure bulk phase IMC more readily accessible.
5.3.5 Particle Surface Composition Trends and Control
Focusing on control of particle surface composition is equally critical to produce pure bulk
phase so that clear connections can be made between catalytic surface chemistry and surface
composition. Many surfaces of IMCs are actually not well-defined since they can undergo
a wide variety of reconstruction as a function of pretreatment temperature and chemical
environment. Generally, the effect of temperature on surface composition is dependent on the
surface energy and diffusion kinetics of elements. The surface is not in true thermodynamic
equilibrium when insufficient energy is provided to move the surface atoms around to the
configuration of lowest surface energy. The most common issue of ill-defined surface is
surface segregation induced by adsorbates or intermediates under reaction conditions150.
The surface-bound driving force for segregation is competing with bonding between the
constituent elements that keep them where they are in the bulk. Materials with strong
bulk bonding can prevent constituent elements from pulling to the surface from bulk. From
Figure 5.4, LEIS analysis revealed the surface composition of NiGa/SiO2 was close to bulk-
like which is likely due to the strong covalent bonding in bulk. For materials with weak bulk
bondings, the adsorption-induced segregation prevails because interaction between adsorbate
and element may break the bonding in bulk and drive migration of elements to the surface.
Our study noted utilizing H2 as a reducing agent can pull either TM or p-block elements
to the surface leading to core-shell structure128;130. For example, LEIS indicated the surface
composition of as-reduced Ni3Ga/SiO2 was 92% Ni-covered, and the surface of as-reduced
Ni2In3/SiO2 was completely indium covered. The effect of H-element on surface composition
transition was also observed in synthesis of Pd+Ga, Pd+In, and Ni+Sn, which showed
p-element-rich surface as a result of high affinity towards H7;16;28;134;151.
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Figure 5.4: a) XRD of as-reduced and annealed NiGa/SiO2 and Ni3Ga/SiO2 with pure
bulk phase; b) LEIS of as-reduced and annealed NiGa/SiO2 and Ni3Ga/SiO2; c) XRD of as-
reduced and annealed Ni2In3/SiO2 with pure bulk phase; d) LEIS of as-reduced and annealed
Ni2In3/SiO2
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5.3.6 Annealing Effect on Surface Composition Control
Since the particles may not be fully crystallized directly after reduction or may in fact still be
in a molten state due to the size effect reducing melting point, significant thermal annealing
is needed to reorganize the surface and find the surface with lowest surface energy. At
sufficiently high temperature, rate of element diffusion is accelerated and thus the surface is
reconstructed. Two ways of annealing were performed to investigate the effect of annealing on
phase disproportionation and surface composition. Direct annealed samples were annealed
under Ar at 700◦C for 12hrs directly after reduction without cooling treatment. The role
of direct annealing in manipulation of surface composition was demonstrated by comparing
surface composition of as-reduced samples and annealed samples via HS-LEIS. HS-LEIS
of as-reduced and annealed Ni3Ga SiO2 indicated the surface composition transformation
from nickel-rich to bulk-like. A UHV study by Goodman and co-workers illustrated surface
composition of Pd-Au alloy was significantly manipulated from Au-rich and to Pd-rich with
elevated annealing temperature as a result of diffusion of Au and Pd on the surface152.
In addition, if excess energy in direct annealing is provided which may break the bonds
within bulk and be likely to drive phase disproportionation. In cases of NiGa/SiO2 and
Ni5Ga3/SiO2, phase disproportionation to Ni3Ga and Ga2O3 was observed after 12 hrs
direct annealing under Ar at 700◦C, but bulk phases can be retained using H2 as annealing
agent. This can be understood by the fact that in the absence of H2, strong interaction
between surface and element results in spill-over of element onto supports causing phase
disproportionation. Conversely, in the presence of H2, H-element interaction can weaken the
interaction element and surface to keep as-prepared bulk phase. The retained bulk-phase
of NiGa/C after direct annealing under Ar suggests utilizing a support with lower surface
reactivity, e.g., carbon, reduces the spill-over effect and limits phase disproportionation.
Also, it was found this effect is pronounced in small particles (3-5nm), but once annealed to
produce larger particles (6-10nm), particles become more stable. Allowing the particles to
fully crystallize by cooling the sample can stabilize them.
Investigation of the effect of annealing temperature on phase disproportionation of NiGa
revealed that crystal structure of NiGa was gradually stabilized with reduced temperature.
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As shown in Figure 5.5, with direct annealing at 700◦C and 600◦C under Ar, NiGa was
completely transformed to a mixture of Ni3Ga, Ni2InGa, and Ga2O3 as a result of spill-over
effect. When the direct annealing temperature decreased to 500◦C and 400◦C, NiGa phase
was maintained but still coexisted with Ga2O3. Until 300
◦C, pure NiGa was obtained. This
suggested that frozen annealing which allows particles to cool down to room temperature
and crystallize after reduction and then anneal at 700◦C under Ar for 12 hrs may be an
appropriate way to manipulate surface composition. The ability of frozen annealing to
transform surface composition was demonstrated by XRD and LEIS analysis of NiGa/SiO2
and CoGa/SiO2 after frozen annealing that surface composition was adjusted to bulk-like
termination with retained bulk phase. This phenomenon was encountered in literature
that bulk phases of Pt+Ga were maintained under frozen annealing pretreatment, and
surface termination was controlled by annealing surface at different temperatures153. But
manipulation of surface composition via frozen annealing may not work if the surface energy
of IMCs is much higher than constituent elements, which causes the accumulation of either
TM or p-element on the surface and difficult diffusion into bulk even under high temperature.
For example, the surface of Ni2In3 was still terminated by In even after 12 hrs frozen
annealing under Ar at 700◦C due to lower surface energy of In than Ni2In3(110) with
bulk-like termination154. This can potentially be improved by employing specific gas phase
environments during annealing with lower affinity towards In or higher affinity towards Ni
so that low surface energy of In effect may be neutralized.
The atomically ordered structure and strong covalent bondings of well-defined IMCs
drive improved thermal stability such as sintering as well as being less susceptible towards
phase disportionation and reorganization of surface composition under reaction conditions.
However, these issues are often encountered on monometallic materials, and TM-TM
alloys155;156. Our studies of Ni+Ga/SiO2 have shown the surprising stability of the IMCs
against sintering with minor particle size growth from 3-5 nm to 4-8 nm even after 12hrs
annealing pretreatment under Ar at 700◦C (see Figure 5.6). Retained bulk phase and slight
change of surface composition and particle size after 35hrs propane steam reforming and 80hrs
propane dehydrogenation indicated the concurrent improved catalytic stability128;129. HR-
EDS also indicated that the particles did not suffer from oxidation during the wet reforming.
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Figure 5.5: a) XRD of SiO2 supported Ni+Ga IMC with 1:1 nominal loading annealed
under H2 at 700
◦C and annealed under Ar at 300◦C, 400◦C, 500◦C, 600◦C, and 700◦C; b)
XRD of oxidized C supported Ni+Ga IMC with 1:1 nominal loading annealed under H2 at
700◦C and annealed under Ar at 600◦C and 700◦C
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Figure 5.6: TEM characterizations for as-reduced and annealed SiO2-supported Ni+Ga
IMCs (Ni3Ga, Ni5Ga3, and NiGa)
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With respect to activity, IMCs exhibit significantly improved stability in comparison to
monometallic catalysts and TM-TM alloys, which is likely because of its thermal stability
nature. For example, annealed Ni3Ga/SiO2 catalyst used in propane steam reforming
reaction shows dramatically reduced deactivation compared with pure Ni/SiO2 catalyst
and catalytic activity are still stable after 35hrs. In propane dehydrogenation reaction,
Ni3Ga/Al2O3 catalyst also exhibited good stability as well as high selectivity towards
propylene even after 80hrs128. Similarly, the covalent bonding present in PdGa and Pd3Ga7
prevents phase segregation, sintering, and oxidation under aggressive reaction condition,
which results in an improved stability in the hydrogenation of acetylene28.
5.3.7 Catalytic Importance of IMCs
Synthesis of well-defined IMCs allows us to systematically investigate the effect of bulk
and surface composition on surface and catalytic chemistry. A selection of experimental
and computational work has suggested the possibility of control of catalytic chemistry of
IMCs by selecting constituent elements and adjusting bulk and surface composition. As
shown in Figure 5.7, adsorption of C2H4 and CO and dissociative adsorption of H2, O2,
and H2O over Ni+B group IMCs with 1:1 stoichiometry and Ni+Ga IMCs with different
stoichiometries indicated the rational control of surface reactivity towards C, H, and O.
The change of surface reactivity towards unsaturated C=C bonds and H over Ni+B group
IMCs led to individually different reaction energetics157. The role of bulk and surface
composition in control of catalytic chemistry also has been demonstrated experimentally in
our propane steam reforming and alkane dehydrogenation reactions128;129. In propane steam
reforming, control of production selectivity from ideal H2/CO to H2/CO2 was achieved by
manipulating bulk and surface composition of Ni+Ga/SiO2 IMCs
130. The selectivity of
propylene or ethylene was significantly improved over Ni+Ga/Al2O3 IMCs in comparison to
Ni and also as a function of surface concentration of Ga128;129. Studies by others using IMCs
also showed improved catalytic performance6–8;22;23;69;70;73;74;101;158;159. For example, Ni+Sn
IMCs exhibited high selectivity towards ethylene in semi-hydrogenation of acetylene; Ni+Ga
IMCs showed high selectivity of methanol production in CO2 partial reduction; CoB showed
high selectivity towards unsaturated alcohol in selective hydrogenation of unsaturated
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Figure 5.7: Effect of bulk and surface composition on general surface reactivity towards C,
H, and O of IMCs dictated from adsorption of ethylene and CO and dissociative adsorption
of H2O, O2, and H2 over a) Ni and Ni+B group IMCs and b) Ni+Ga IMCs with different
stoichiometries
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aldehyde. These studies all suggest that it is critical to develop a fundamental understanding
of synthesis of IMCs with pure bulk phase and controllable surface composition.
5.3.8 Stability under Synthesis Conditions and Reaction Condi-
tions
There is an urgent demand for discovery of new catalysts for new reactions requiring special
surface chemistry, but it is hard to achieve over these existing monometallic, TM-TM,
and PGM-TM catalysts due to the limited range of surface chemistry they exhibit. For
example, selective hydrogenation reaction of unsaturated aldehyde or nitro compounds which
require reduced surface reactivity towards C=C bonds while simultaneously increased surface
reactivity towards C=O or N=O bonds. With respect to catalyst design for deoxygenation
of biomass, materials must exhibit uniquely balanced surface chemistry towards C, O, and
H such that oxygen removal, hydrogenation, and main chain saturation of products may
be systematically controlled. Specifically, catalysts that enable either selective or complete
OH removal while simultaneously limiting C-C bond cleavage and overhydrogenation of
valuable olefin products is sought. The reason why IMCs may be promising catalysts for
these reactions is because of their completely new electronic structure of IMCs which can
produce complete new surface and catalytic chemistry. The vast number of combinations of
TM and p-block elements will provide a huge compositional space for exploration of catalysts
for specific reactions.
5.4 Conclusion
In summary, studies of oxide-supported IMC synthesis has demonstrated that a fundamental
understanding of IMC formation can allow for the production of phase pure nanoparticle
IMCs that have well defined bulk and surface compositions. The major aspects needed to be
considered during synthesis have been determined in this study are control of reduction
kinetics of salts and formation kinetics of IMC. Specifically, nature of precursors, the
availability and diffusion of the constituent elements across the oxide surface, relative bulk
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IMC phase stability, and thermodynamic driving forces for element segregation due to the
gas phase chemical potential applied during preparation were investigated. Insights into
the control of these effects are derived from the synthesis of Ni+Ga and Ni+In IMCs
on silica and alumina. It was found that each of these effects can individually drive the
formation of multiphase systems with off-stoichiometric surface compositions that together
inhibit well-defined fundamental studies. Results indicate more complete and rapid reduction
of element precursors can drive formation of pure bulk phase which is correlated to the
inherent stability of precursor and interaction between precursors and support. In addition,
sufficient H2 chemical potential and reduction temperature are required to obtain kinetically
preferred phase with pure bulk phase. The role of direct annealing and frozen annealing in
control of surface composition has been illustrated. High temperature direct annealing is
able to significantly reorganize particle surface to bulk-like terminated surface composition
e.g., Ni3Ga, while it also tends to cause phase disproportionation in the absence of H2
in cases that contain weak bulk bondings within solids due to the spill-over effect. The
phase disproportionation can be fixed by employing frozen annealing which allows particles
to fully crystallize and thus the surface composition can be manipulated with retained as-
prepared phase. These fundamental understandings on how to synthesize well-defined IMCs
have significant value in the catalysis community which enables the direct investigation
on correlation between bulk and surface composition and catalytic chemistry. Despite these
advances, more detailed investigations of the phase purity and control of surface composition
are needed to develop preparation procedures that are universal that result in well defined,
high surface area nanoparticle non-noble metal IMCs.
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Chapter 6
Controlling Selectivity and Stability
in the Hydrocarbon Wet Reforming
Reaction using Well-Defined Ni+Ga
Intermetallic Compound Catalysts
6.1 Introduction
Catalytic wet reforming of hydrocarbons and newer oxygenated feedstocks continues to be a
vital process for the production of H2 (H2/CO2) and synthesis gas (H2/CO) for the chemicals
industry26;148;160–164. Despite its central role in H2 and synthesis gas (H2/CO) production,
the community still lacks a clear and complete mechanistic understanding that would enable
the development of new and improved catalysts. This is partially due to mechanistic
complexity apart from kinetically-controlling reaction steps and the need for elevated surface
reactivity to drive C-H and C-C activation. These issues persist as the community moves
to develop catalysts for the dry reforming of CH4 and the reforming of small bio-derived
oxygenates. Balancing stability, selectivity, and overall activity is also still a challenge since
the three phenomena are often found to be kinetically connected, dependent upon reaction
environment, and crucial to optimize the economic viability of the process. Stable and
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appropriately active catalysts that achieve ideal H2/CO2 or H2/CO product distributions
with little unselective CO or CH4 produced are also still lacking. Herein, we present a study
focused on using compositionally and structurally well-defined IMC catalysts comprised of
Ni and Ga (Ni3Ga, Ni5Ga3, and NiGa) to better understand fundamental aspects of the
wet reforming reaction mechanism and connect catalyst performance to surface chemical
features.
The catalytic reforming reaction mechanism inherently presents unique challenges for
catalyst design due to catalyst surface reactivity affecting rate-determining steps early in
reactant activation pathways as well as surface reaction steps late in the kinetic network
that dictate product selectivity and the formation of coke or TM carbide. The recalcitrance
of saturated hydrocarbon (HC) reactants often necessitates the use of catalytic metals with
high reactivity towards carbon to drive C-H bond activation. However, this approach often
promotes coke or TM carbide formation if C/CHx species are not effectively kinetically
coupled with oxidizer supply or oxidation events for CO or CO2 production. In dictating CO
vs. CO2 selectivity, both the surface chemistry towards C and O play a role, which connects
efforts to improve C-H activation and catalyst stability with overall product selectivity.
Likewise, control of unselective rehydrogenation kinetics and the loss of H to lighter HCs
must also be suppressed and is dependent upon the surface chemistry towards C and H.
These complexities are compounded by the oft observed shift in available surface reaction
sites as a function of time-on-stream (TOS), inhomogeneous distribution of sites responsible
for each aspect of the reaction mechanism, and purposefully selected reaction conditions
such as steam-to-carbon ratio. In the end, there is a great amount of molecular level
understanding that still needs to be developed with respect to what constitutes balanced
surface chemistry towards C, O, and H and the superstructure effects of a thoroughly-
connected kinetic network. A review of specific efforts in each of these regards follows.
Many prior studies have focused on limiting coke, TM carbide, and carbon nanotube
(CNT) formation through the addition of secondary elements to a late TM metal like
Ni to attenuate C/CHx supply at the catalyst surface
26;60;148;161;165–170. For example, the
addition of mostly-inactive coinage metals (Au or Ag) or large p-block elements (Bi) have
been shown to block over-reactive sites via a simple physical effect60;165;166;168;169. Stability
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could also be improved by reducing the rate of C-H activation in comparison to that of
the over-reactive sites of pure Ni through the addition of more reactive TMs and f-block
elements. For example, addition of Fe, Mo, Co, or Rh results in lower overall catalytic
activity in comparison to Ni at t=0 TOS, but improved stability. Because the added elements
limit coke deposition, their overall activity at steady state is often higher than that of pure
Ni163;170–172. When doping late TMs with large p-elements (Sn, Pb, Te, etc.) that form oxides
too stable to cycle in composition under reaction conditions, over-reactive site blocking or
electronic modifications of the general surface chemistry likely limits C-H activation and coke
deposition8;22;26;128;129;162;165.
Other efforts have aimed to modify the dynamics of the oxidation portion of the kinetic
network. Specifically, dopants may affect oxidizer activation, oxidation-step kinetics, or
oxidizer intermediate surface coverages. Oxygen storage effects may also be employed
to simply preserve sites responsible for oxidizer supply in the face of unavoidable coke
deposition. This effect has been observed in catalyst formulations that employ lanthanide
elements as dopants (Ce, La, and Yb) as well as with other TMs (Mo and Fe) that form
reducible oxides under reaction conditions163;170;171;173;174. Surface reactivity towards oxygen
and oxidizer fragments may also be modified through the addition of p-block elements and
the formation of parent metal particles with a shell of ill-defined IMC22;26;162;175. Because
H2O dissociation and oxidation step kinetics are often not kinetically limiting, the effect of
these dopants on individual reaction mechanism steps are less well-quantified.
Controlling CO vs. CO2 selectivity is equally important in the design of high-performance
reforming catalysts and dependent upon oxidizer supply rate as well as oxidation step
kinetics. Many studies have already illustrated the effect of adding more oxophilic
early TMs, early f-block elements, and p-block elements in modifying CO vs. CO2
selectivity148;162;163;170;171;173;174. Addition of lanthanide elements (La, Ce, and Yb) and
early TMs (Mo and Fe) to Ni catalysts have been shown to shift selectivity towards CO
production163;170;171;173;174. The origin of the selectivity differences may be slower oxidation
step kinetics that promote CO production over CO2. This approach appears to also have
a favorable effect in limiting carbon chemical potential at the catalyst surface by increasing
O/OH surface coverages. On the other hand, CO2 can be promoted by weakening CO and
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O/OH adsorption on the catalyst surface and is most readily visible over pure Ni and in
low temperature reforming of small oxygenates where aggressive reactivity to drive C-H
activation is not needed26;137;148;162;176. The addition of Fe to Co/Al2O3 in the wet reforming
of toluene showed a slight increase in CO2 vs. CO selectivity as well
2.
In the end, all these efforts highlight the need for balanced C-H and oxidizer activation
and balanced surface intermediate coverages to achieve enhanced overall activity, as has
already been proposed by others177;178. Specifically, limiting overly rapid C-H activation and
slowing C/CHx oxidation to balance surface intermediate coverages or build in dual reaction
sites that individually perform C-H activation and H2O dissociation.
With respect to controlling the fate of atomic H in H2 evolution vs. unselective
rehydrogenation of C/CHx species, less clear trends are provided by prior studies. However,
addition of elements that form stronger bonds to and modify the electronic structure of
the parent element appear to limit rehydrogenation. For example, addition of Mo to Ni or
Ce to Rh both suppress hydrogen loss to CH4
163;172. Shifting the Fermi level of Ni via Na
or K doping has also been shown to limit unselective rehydrogenation in acetic acid steam
reforming179. Each of these approaches clearly limit rehydrogenation kinetics by modifying
the stability of carbonaceous or atomic H intermediates or the fundamental nature of the
hydrogen-surface bond. A similar trend has been identified in prior studies by others and
ourselves in the surface chemistry of TM solid compounds formed from TMs combined with
similarly sized p-block elements157;165;180. Elevated kinetic barriers for H-transfer has been
connected to the nature of the H-surface bond and the presence of covalent-like bonding
within the TM solid compound as a function of selective or full hybridization between d-
and p-states of constituent elements128;129;157;181. This effect may help to avoid unselective
loss of H, but may also detrimentally affect H2 evolution rates in reforming reactions. The
studies presented herein clarify the beneficial effect of this newly accessible surface chemistry.
It is without doubt that significant insights have been derived from the greater body
of prior studies focused on wet reforming. However, even more precise structure-activity
relationships must be developed due to the complexity of the catalytic reaction system.
Unfortunately, most prior studies utilized catalytic materials that were less well-defined
at the atomic scale. Of specific issue is the definition of the catalyst particle surface
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composition and reaction site distribution as a function of the identity of constituent elements
and their respective amounts in the catalyst formulation. Because the bonding between
late TMs and dopant elements vary considerably as a function of both elements, many
material structures can be produced from well-distributed dopants to core-shell structures
to non-wetting islands of the secondary element26;140;148;162;170;175;182;183. These structural
and compositional complexities limit the resolution of the structure-activity relationships
developed when studying these materials. Our studies have focused upon producing and
investigating well-defined materials such that the features that obscure connections between
performance and surface chemistry can be avoided.
As an overview, we demonstrate the synthesis and use of compositionally and structurally
well-defined IMC catalysts comprised of Ni and Ga in the wet reforming of propane and
connect their surface chemistry to favorable changes in their catalytic chemistry. We outline
the synthesis of well-defined oxide-supported Ni+Ga IMC nanoparticles (Ni3Ga, Ni5Ga3,
and NiGa) that exhibit phase-pure bulk crystal structure and bulk-like or off-stoichiometric
surface composition. By investigating three Ni+Ga IMC compositions (Ni3Ga, Ni5Ga3,
and NiGa), we were also able to shed light upon the effect of systematic changes in surface
chemistry on catalytic performance as well as the stability of the materials under preparation
and reaction conditions. Computational surface science approaches in the Density-Functional
Theory (DFT) framework were applied to the well-defined materials to connect observed
catalyst performance with their surface chemistry in critical reaction steps within the
reforming mechanism. Results show excellent control over coke formation, unselective light
HC production, and H2/CO vs. H2/CO2 selectivity and clear connections with changes in
Ni+Ga IMC surface chemistry as a function of bulk and surface composition.
6.2 Method
6.2.1 Catalyst Synthesis and Characterization
Significant advancements in the synthesis of well-defined IMCs with pure bulk phase and
bulk-like terminated surface have been achieved in our group. This development was critical
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to enable enhanced connections between IMC catalysts formulation and their catalytic
surface chemistry128;129. The major phenomenon found to control IMC synthesis as oxide-
supported nanoparticles were: 1) the availability and diffusion of reduced metal elements on
the oxide support, 2) a strong effect of H2 chemical potential during particle formation, 3)
stabilizing and growing the particles via annealing, and 4) the surface chemistry of support
towards the constituent elements of the IMC. A fundamental understanding of these effects,
that will be published in a follow-up report, allowed for the production of 10wt% SiO2-
supported Ni+Ga (Ni3Ga, Ni5Ga3, and NiGa) IMCs with nearly pure bulk crystal phases and
bulk-like particle surface termination (NiGa and Ni3Ga) or core-shell structures (Ni5Ga3).
In short, SiO2 supported Ni+Ga catalysts (Ni3Ga, Ni5Ga3, and NiGa) were synthesized
by depositing a defined amount of Ni(NO3)2*6H2O (Sigma Aldrich) and Ga(NO3)3*H2O
(Sigma Aldrich) metal precursors on SiO2 (Alfa Aesar, amorphous fumed, 350-420 m
2/g) via
incipient wetness impregnation method. Total metal weight loading is 10wt% for all IMC
catalysts. Inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES) was used
to verify agreement between target and actual loading. Both Ni(NO3)2 and Ga(NO3)3 were
dissolved in a small amount of 30wt% nitric acid solution at 70◦C. The metal salt solution
was then deposited on the SiO2 support and stirred till the paste was homogeneous and dry
enough to transfer to a pretreatment tube. After the deposition, the catalysts were dried
under Ar flow for 12hrs at 100◦C. As-reduced Ni3Ga/SiO2, Ni5Ga3/SiO2, and NiGa/SiO2
were produced by reduction under 100% H2 flow at 700
◦C for 2hrs. Annealed Ni3Ga/SiO2,
Ni5Ga3/SiO2, and NiGa/SiO2 were produced by annealing the as-reduced catalysts under
100% Ar at 700◦C for 12hrs. For reduced Ni/SiO2, 10wt% Ni was loaded on SiO2 support
via incipient wetness impregnation method and then reduced under 100% H2 at 500
◦C for
2hrs. In performance tests, all catalysts were pretreated in situ and switched to reaction
conditions without contacting air. Before characterization, each catalyst was passivated in
1% O2/Ar at room temperature for 1hr to prevent autocatalytic oxidation of the catalyst by
ambient O2 and then reduced in situ, if possible, before characterization.
Catalysts were characterized to determine their structural properties before and after
reaction conditions (see Figure 6.1). XRD and HR-XRD were utilized to characterize bulk
crystal structure of catalysts. Powder XRD with long acquisition times (4hrs) and HR-XRD
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Figure 6.1: Long acquisition time pXRD, HS-LEIS, and TEM characterizations for as-
reduced and annealed SiO2-supported Ni+Ga IMCs (Ni3Ga, Ni5Ga3, and NiGa). HS-LEIS
measurement was not performed for annealed Ni5Ga3/SiO2.
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using synchrotron radiation showed that the bulk composition of as-reduced SiO2-supported
Ni+Ga IMCs (Ni3Ga/SiO2, Ni5Ga3/SiO2, and NiGa/SiO2) were all nearly phase pure. After
annealing pretreatment, bulk phases of Ni3Ga/SiO2 and NiGa/SiO2 were retained. However,
the higher energy bulk phase of Ni5Ga3/SiO2 relaxed to Ni3Ga because of lower phase
stability.
High sensitivity low energy ion scattering (HS-LEIS), a more surface sensitive technique,
was used for the measurement of surface composition. Depth profiling of the annealed
Ni3Ga/SiO2 was used for the HS-LEIS calibration to obtain response factors for Ni and Ga
elements. The HS-LEIS data indicated that surface compositions of as-reduced Ni3Ga/SiO2
was off-stoichiometric with a termination of 92% Ni and 8% Ga. However, the surface
composition could be adjusted back to bulk-like by the annealing pretreatment (77% Ni and
23% Ga) with sustained Ni3Ga bulk phase purity. A similar phenomenon of Ni segregation to
the surface after reduction pretreatment was also found in the case of as-reduced Ni5Ga3/SiO2
(82% Ni and 18% Ga). However, annealing the as-reduced Ni5Ga3 led to a bulk phase change
to Ni3Ga thus the material was deemed no longer well-defined and not appropriate for further
characterized by HS-LEIS. The surface compositions of as-reduced and annealed NiGa/SiO2
were found to be close to bulk-like terminated (46% Ni and 54% Ga for as-reduced NiGa,
and 55% Ni and 45% Ga for annealed NiGa). It is noted that the annealing treatment
caused fairly minor particle size increases in Ni+Ga IMCs in all cases, e.g., from 2-5nm to
4-8nm. This is an interesting phenomenon since similar treatments applied to noble or alloy
catalysts would lead to significant particle size increases184;185.
6.2.2 Catalytic Activity Test
1. Propane steam reforming reaction
All catalytic activity experiments were performed at atmospheric pressure in the gas phase
in a 0.5 inch quartz tube heated by a tube furnace. The catalyst bed consisted of the
catalyst mixed with 80 mesh SiC and was supported and capped by fine quartz wool plugs.
The temperature of the catalyst bed was measured with a K-type thermocouple which was
located directly above the catalyst bed inside of the quartz tube. The flow rates of gas
reactants were controlled via mass flow controllers. Water was introduced using a custom
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built precision syringe pump (4µl/min). The reactor effluent gas was characterized by an
on-line gas chromatograph (SRI) equipped with a HayeSep-D column and flame ionization
(FID) and thermal conductivity detectors (TCD). In situ pretreatment of the catalyst was
performed directly before switching to reaction conditions. Feed composition for all tests
was H2O/C3H8/Ar = 8.1/0.9/91, which equates to a steam-to-carbon ratio of S/C = 3.
All critical tests were performed in triplicate. Conversion and selectivity were calculated as
follows:
Conversion of C3H8=
mole flow rate of propane converted
mole flow rate of propane feed
Production rate=mole flow rate of product X
catalyst catalyst
(µmol/(s×g))
Selectivity of X= production rate of X
total production rates of all products
TOF(propane)= mole flow rate of propane × conversion
catalyst weight × IMC wt% × H2 uptake (s
−1)
Ideal product selectivity is defined as the highest selectivity achievable in the production
of either a mixture of H2 and CO2 or H2 and CO. In the case of H2/CO2 production (C3H8
+ 6H2O = 3CO2 + 10H2), ideal selectivity is 77% H2 and 23% CO2. In the case of H2/CO
production (C3H8 + 3H2O = 3CO + 7H2), ideal selectivity is 70% H2 and 30% CO.
Thermodynamic equilibrium conversion and selectivity with S/C = 3 at 400◦C and 600◦C
were calculated using ASPEN HYSYS V11 simulation software. The following reactions were
considered in the simulation:
(1) C3H8 + 3H2O = 3CO + 7H2
(2) C3H8 + 6H2O = 3CO2 + 10H2
(3) C3H8 + 2H2 = 3CH4
(4) CO + H2O = CO2 + H2
(5) CO + 3H2 = CH4 + H2O
(6) CO2 + 4H2 = CH4 + 2H2O
At both 400◦C and 600◦C, equilibrium conversion of propane was 100%. At 400◦C,
equilibrium product distributions were 39.7% H2, 40.2% CH4, 0.4% CO, and 19.7% CO2. At
600◦C, equilibrium product distributions were 70.2% H2, 5.2% CH4, 8.5% CO, and 16.1%
CO2. The equilibrium conversion and selectivity trends are similar to the results reported in
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literature186;187. It is important to note that these values are predictive only if the catalyst
promotes both the forward and reverse reaction rates similarly. A properly designed catalyst
would promote forward reactions while limiting reverse and unselective pathways.
2. Water gas shift reaction
To further investigate the limited hydrogenation kinetics of the IMC catalysts, we utilized
the water-gas shift reaction to ascertain whether H2 produced in the reaction hydrogenated
CO to CH4. The feed composition in the WGS tests was designed to mimic the H2 and CO
concentrations produced under the propane wet reforming condition. The feed composition
of CO was determined from the theoretical amount of CO produced as an intermediate
during the propane wet reforming reaction at steady state. The feed of H2O was the same
as that used in the wet reforming.
6.2.3 DFT calculation
Computational surface science studies in the Density-Functional Theory (DFT) slab-model
framework were employed to correlate basic surface chemical features with the observed
catalytic activity and selectivity of the Ni+Ga IMCs. To enable reasonable connections
between calculations and experimental observations, we focused our modeling efforts on
the Ni+Ga IMCs that could be produced in well-defined compositional states where both
the bulk and surface composition of the IMCs were quantified. The IMCs modeled were:
Ni-rich Ni3Ga modeled as a monolayer of Ni on Ni3Ga(111), stoichiometrically-terminated
Ni3Ga(111), and stoichiometrically-terminated NiGa(110). Calculations were also performed
for Ni(211) and Ni(111) surfaces to serve as a reference. The general surface reactivity
towards C-H activation, H2O dissociation, O and CO were investigated by calculating
energetics of propane 1st dehydrogenation, H2O dissociation, and CH3 hydrogenation to
CH4, CO molecular adsorption, and O2 dissociative adsorption.
6.3 Results
Catalytic reforming reactions, where dramatic reorganization of elements occur as reactants
are transformed into products, present kinetic networks that are expansive. The active
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mechanistic pathways within the greater network are a function of catalyst surface chemistry
and reaction conditions, but may also shift as a function of time-on-stream as surface poisons
modify available reaction site distribution. It is also common that kinetically-controlling
steps are mechanistically removed from surface reaction steps that dictate selectivity and
surface poison production. Because of these complexities, we aimed to use compositionally
and structurally well-defined catalytic materials such that more clear connections with
catalyst function could be achieved. Through significant efforts, we developed synthesis
methods that could produce well-defined Ni+Ga IMCs (see methods). Three Ni+Ga IMC
compositions were investigated: Ni3Ga, NiGa, and Ni5Ga3. The as-reduced catalysts
exhibited particle surface compositions that were Ni-rich (92% Ni), bulk-like (46% Ni), and
Ni3Ga-like (82% Ni), respectively. High temperature annealing for 12hrs could adjust the
Ni3Ga and NiGa surface compositions to bulk-like with compositions of 77% Ni and 55%
Ni, respectively. Annealing of Ni5Ga3 induced a bulk phase relaxation to Ni3Ga, thus the
surface composition was not measured. Therefore, the materials available for study were
bulk-like terminated Ni3Ga and NiGa, Ni-rich Ni3Ga, Ni3Ga-terminated Ni5Ga3, and a
Ni5Ga3 that changed to Ni3Ga bulk with unquantified surface composition. We coin the
off-stoichiometrically terminated IMCs core-shell. The suite of available materials allowed
for the effect of general surface reactivity and the concentration of Ni and Ga at the crystal
surface on catalytic surface chemistry to be investigated.
6.3.1 Monometallic Ni vs. Ni-Rich and Stoichiometrically-
Terminated Ni3Ga
To provide a benchmark for comparison, a monometallic reduced Ni catalyst was investigated
under the same wet reforming conditions used in the study of the Ni+Ga IMCs. These results
illustrate key features in the reaction that need to be addressed, e.g., product selectivity,
shifts in reaction site distribution, and deactivation via coke deposition (see Figure 6.2).
Conversion over the Ni catalyst was high (∼80%) at the start of the reaction illustrating the
known activity of Ni(211) and other high energy sites in C-H activation167;188;189. Conversion
quickly reduced over time as sites that perform rapid C-H activation were lost through
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Figure 6.2: a) Catalytic performance of reduced Ni/SiO2 in propane steam reforming at
400◦C with S/C = 3 and b) TEM and size distribution measurement of reduced Ni/SiO2.
The catalyst loading in the reactor was 100mg for Ni/SiO2.
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site-specific coke or carbide formation (∼12wt% coke/carbide after 15hrs TOS shown in
Figure 6.3). This phenomenon illustrated the rapid shift of active surface reaction sites
when overly rapid C-H activation is not effectively coupled with oxidation. This lack of
kinetic coupling is made more clear by the known rapid H2O dissociation and C/CHx/CO
oxidation steps over Ni, which have been illustrated in rate-order and D2O kinetic isotope
effect studies by others and here in the selectivity preference towards CO2
27;190.
The origin of the changes in product selectivity as a function of changing reaction site
distribution over Ni catalysts has already been determined to a degree by others and may
be used to scrutinize changes observed in the Ni+Ga IMC catalysts163;167;189;191. High
energy Ni sites are known for driving rapid C-H activation, but also limit oxidation kinetics
due to the enhanced stability of reaction intermediates167;189;192;193. Nonetheless, oxidation
kinetics even over high energy Ni sites are still markedly rapid167;191. Therefore, as carbon
selectively deposits and poisons high energy Ni sites, the rate of C/CHx supply slows affecting
unselective rehydrogenation and CH4 production, yet does not affect CO vs. CO2 selectivity
as markedly since oxidation is rapid over both high and low energy Ni reaction sites163.
Regardless, the activity of Ni in the unselective rehydrogenation of C/CHx fragments is still
dominant in catalyst performance and provides ample comparison with the Ni+Ga IMCs that
show considerably limited CH4 production. Our results and the established understanding
of the surface chemistry of Ni illustrate the lack of control of the fate of atomic H in H2
vs. rehydrogenation and CH4 production. It is also noted that Ni as a benchmark also
indicates that rapid C-H activation is already within reach, but must be effectively coupled
with oxidation events to avoid coke deposition.
To connect most clearly to the catalytic surface chemistry of monometallic Ni, we focus
first on the as-reduced Ni3Ga catalyst that exhibited a core-shell structure with a Ni-rich
surface composition (92% Ni, 8% Ga) and Ni3Ga core. The particle size average of the
fresh catalyst was 3.5nm and was only marginally increased after 16hrs TOS (see Figure
6.4c). The initial catalytic activity of the catalyst was reminiscent of monometallic Ni with
similar propane conversion, unselective hydrogenation of C/CHx fragments leading to CH4,
and reduced H2 production (see Figure 6.4a). Despite this similarity, oxidation steps at the
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Figure 6.3: TGA test for coke formation characterization Ni/SiO2 and SiO2 supported
Ni+Ga IMCs. TGA of fresh as-reduced and annealed Ni3Ga/SiO2 were measured as a
background to subtract the weight change caused by oxidation.
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Figure 6.4: Catalytic performance of a) as-reduced Ni3Ga/SiO2 and b) annealed
Ni3Ga/SiO2 at 400
◦C with S/C = 3, c) and d) TEM, particle size distribution, long
acquisition time pXRD, and HS-LEIS characterization of before and after reaction of as-
reduced Ni3Ga/SiO2 and annealed Ni3Ga/SiO2, respectively. Catalyst loading was 100mg
and 800mg, respectively.
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catalyst surface were clearly modified by the Ni3Ga core or through loss of Ni at the catalyst
surface changing the shell composition to more Ni3Ga-like. CO selectivity was elevated to 8-
9% at the start of the run in comparison to 1-2% over monometallic Ni. This suggested that
the catalyst exhibited elevated surface reactivity towards either CO or O/OH that limited
oxidation kinetics or limited O/OH supply by slower H2O dissociation kinetics. Deactivation
was similar to the monometallic Ni catalyst with the initial conversion of ∼ 88% reduced
via a 2nd order deactivation over the first 6hrs. Deactivation then shifted to 1st order from
6-20hrs and then transitioned to zeroth order unlike the monometallic Ni catalyst. The coke
deposition was quantified by using TGA as ∼1.3wt% after 35hrs TOS significantly reduced in
comparison to Ni catalyst (∼12wt%) (see Figure 6.3). In addition, bright field TEM analysis
post reaction showed no carbon nanotube formation, particle lift-off, or carbon-encapsulated
IMC particles corroborating the TGA analysis. Likewise, long-acquisition time (4hrs) pXRD
analysis of post-reaction samples was unable to detect any carbide species. These results
suggest that the rapid deactivation of Ni3Ga/SiO2 is mainly because of the loss of high-energy
Ni surface sites via nickel carbonyl formation.
Interestingly, the temporal changes in individual product selectivity over as-reduced
Ni3Ga were markedly different from pure Ni. The selectivity towards CH4 rapidly diminished
in the first ∼7hrs to 5% and further reduced to nearly zero after ∼18hrs under reaction
conditions. HS-LEIS characterization post-reaction indicated a loss of Ni (80% Ni and 20%
Ga, see Figure 6.4c), likely via Ni carbonyl formation, which resulted in deactivation as a
function of TOS and diminished CH4 production. This implicated Ni-like surface chemistry
in driving unselective rehydrogenation and bulk-like Ni3Ga in limiting unselective hydrogen
loss. Interestingly, the shifts in reaction site distribution affect CO oxidation activity more
than over pure Ni, but the effect was still fairly marginal. Nonetheless, these results already
suggest that unselective hydrogenation may be controlled and that oxidation rates can be
modified.
Shifting to the structurally and compositionally well-defined Ni3Ga, annealed Ni3Ga
exhibited catalytic performance that was considerably different from monometallic Ni and
Ni-rich Ni3Ga. Selectivity approached a nearly ideal H2/CO2 product with quite low CH4 and
CO selectivity. The catalyst also exhibited TOF comparable to other leading catalysts and
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very good stability over 35hrs tests (See Figure 6.4b). The new surface chemistry of the Ni3Ga
catalyst clearly allowed for sufficient C-H activation and C/CHx/CO oxidation, but also
inhibited unselective rehydrogenation and CH4 production. After reaction characterization
showed that Ni3Ga bulk phase purity was preserved and some Ni was drawn to the particles
surfaces ([Ni]surf,t=0 = 77% to [Ni]surf,t=16hr = 87%, See Figure 6.4d). Particle size change
was also minor after 16hrs (See Figure 6.4d). Initial conversion was 88% and reduced via
1st order deactivation in the first 6hrs and then transitioned to zeroth order deactivation.
The degree of overall deactivation was significantly less than Ni and Ni-rich Ni3Ga. In the
latter case, the larger particles of the annealed catalyst may contribute to their improved
stability. During the short deactivation period, production of CH4 diminished rapidly with
a concomitant increase in H2 production suggesting Ni-rich surface sites were being either
removed or poisoned by Ni carbonyl or coke/carbide formation. Post-reaction analysis of
the catalyst for coke/carbide formation showed significantly reduced amounts of carbon
deposition/incorporation. From oxidative TGA, coke was estimated at only 0.55wt% of
total weight of the post-reaction annealed Ni3Ga catalyst after 35hrs TOS (Figure 6.3). This
was lower than as-reduced Ni3Ga (∼1.3wt%) and markedly lower than the monometallic Ni
catalyst (∼12wt%).
6.3.2 Performance of higher energy Ni+Ga IMC phase catalysts
Higher energy Ni+Ga IMC phases were studied to understand the effect of Ni:Ga ratio on
catalytic surface chemistry and overall IMC stability under reaction conditions. The higher
energy phase NiGa could be synthesized with phase pure bulk and bulk-like termination in as-
reduced (46% Ni and 54% Ga) and annealed (55% Ni and 45% Ga) cases. Conversely, Ni5Ga3,
an even higher energy phase, could be synthesized with phase pure bulk in the as-reduced
form, but exhibited a surface composition that was Ni3Ga-like (82% Ni and 18% Ga). Upon
annealing, Ni5Ga3 bulk relaxed to Ni3Ga with unknown surface composition. In either as-
reduced or annealed forms, NiGa and Ni5Ga3 exhibited lower propane conversion compared
to the Ni3Ga indicating reduced surface reactivity towards the activation of propane. NiGa
was inactive at 400◦C necessitating higher temperatures (600◦C). Whereas, Ni5Ga3 exhibited
moderate activity at 400◦C. In all cases, the bulk of the four catalysts relaxed to Ni3Ga under
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reaction conditions. Interestingly, this change dramatically increased propane conversion in
the case of NiGa, but not in the case of Ni5Ga3. The NiGa catalysts exhibited similar and
nearly ideal selectivity towards H2 and CO production with no clear effect of particle size or
bulk phase change (see Figure 6.5). In addition, zeroth order deactivation for both as-reduced
and annealed NiGa catalysts was observed after 3-5hrs when conversion increased to ∼95%
and ∼90% respectively. Characterization of coke deposition indicated little to no carbon was
deposited after 15hrs TOS (Figure 6.3). Conversely, as-reduced and annealed Ni5Ga3 showed
marked selectivity differences (see Figure 6.6). The selectivity of the as-reduced Ni5Ga3 at
t=0 was 20% CO2 and 11% CO, but shifted to 12% CO2 and 21% CO over the 15hrs run.
The annealed Ni5Ga3 produced nearly ideal selectivity towards H2 and CO. In all cases, the
production of CH4 was minor illustrating control of rehydrogenation kinetics over the IMCs.
The bulk phase relaxation to Ni3Ga of both NiGa and Ni5Ga3 likely resulted in a Ga-rich
particle surface composition that clearly limited CO oxidation for CO2 formation. Ni5Ga3
was also investigated at 600◦C and showed high conversion but similar product selectivity as
runs at 400◦C. Beyond the changes in catalytic surface chemistry, these results also serve to
illustrate the effect of relative IMC phase stability and reaction conditions on the material
stability of IMC catalysts.
Returning to the Ni3Ga catalyst, water-gas shift reactions were performed with a
H2O/CO feed composition that may replicate the environment produced under reforming
conditions (H2O/CO/Ar = 8.1/0.45/95). These investigations were aimed at understanding:
i) the connection between the presence of propane fragments and CO2 selectivity and ii) the
hydrogenation of CO or CO2 by in situ H2. Results show that both as-reduced and annealed
Ni3Ga achieve 100% conversion of CO with nearly ideal 1:1 H2:CO2 product selectivity at
400◦C, which suggested the CO2 selectivity in the reforming reaction condition was likely
due to more efficient CO oxidation and not the oxidation of CHx fragments that have not
been completely stripped of hydrogen (See Figure 6.7). Additionally, the complete absence
of CH4 as a product under WGS conditions illustrates that limited hydrogenated kinetics
over Ni+Ga IMCs is a general feature and not specific to the wet reforming condition. This
view is in line with our previous studies focused on controlling hydrogenation128;129;157. This
trend is further underscored by the fact that CH4 is often a major unselective product in
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Figure 6.5: Catalytic performance of a) as-reduced NiGa/SiO2 and b) annealed NiGa/SiO2
at 600◦C with S/C = 3, c) and d) TEM, long-acquisition time XRD, and HS-LEIS
characterization for fresh as-reduced and annealed NiGa/SiO2, respectively. Both as-reduced
NiGa/SiO2 and annealed NiGa/SiO2 catalysts loadings were 150mg.
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Figure 6.6: Catalytic performance of a) as-reduced Ni5Ga3/SiO2 and b) annealed
Ni5Ga3/SiO2 at 400
◦C with S/C = 3, c) and d) TEM, particle size distribution,
long-acquisition time pXRD, and HS-LEIS characterization of as-reduced and annealed
Ni5Ga3/SiO2, respectively. Both as-reduced Ni5Ga3/SiO2 and annealed Ni5Ga3/SiO2
catalysts loadings were 800mg.
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Figure 6.7: Water gas shift reaction with low CO concentration (The feeding of
reactants are: H2O/CO/Ar = 8.1/0.45/95) over a) as-reduced Ni3Ga/SiO2, and b) annealed
Ni3Ga/SiO2
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WGS when catalyzed by platinum group metals194;195. It is interesting to note that despite
the as-reduced Ni3Ga presenting a Ni-dominated surface composition, its performance in
water-gas shift was very similar to the Ni3Ga terminated annealed Ni3Ga catalyst.
6.4 Discussion
In the efforts to design improved hydrocarbon wet reforming catalysts, many have focused
upon the observation that initial C-H bond cleavage is rate-determining at steady state and
the need for more reactive sites that do not promote coke formation27;190;196–200. The exact
degree of reactivity needed is not yet clear, but one may predict it needs to be less than
the high energy sites presented over a fresh Ni catalyst and more reactive than the Ni sites
remaining after steady-state activity is achieved and C-H activation is rate-determining.
Moreover, the elevated reactivity of higher energy Ni sites may not always lead to coke
deposition if the C/CHx fragments are effectively stripped off the surface by rapid oxidation
events and reaction sites are homogeneous with respect to providing both C/CHx and oxidizer
species in spatial proximity.
In this view, our results suggest that the Ni+Ga IMCs present a moderate range of surface
reactivity towards initial C-H activation of propane that is lower than the over-reactive sites
on a fresh Ni catalyst, but still aggressive enough to produce TOF compatible to established
catalysts at similar temperatures (see Table 6.1 and refs172;173;201). From propane conversion
trends, the surface reactivity towards C-H activation is predicted to track as Ni3Ga > Ni5Ga3
> NiGa, which correlated well with the initial surface compositions of Ni+Ga IMCs. The
surface chemistry of as-reduced Ni5Ga3 with an initial surface composition of Ni3Ga appears
to be less reactive than bulk-like terminated Ni3Ga suggesting a presence of some amount
of extra Ga at the catalyst surface that blocks over-reactive sites. However, this difference
in surface composition could not be captured using HS-LEIS measurements.
Results from basic computational surface science studies of initial propane dissociation
over model crystal surfaces of the three well-defined Ni+Ga IMC catalysts corroborate
predicted surface reactivity (Figure 6.8). A similar trend was also observed in our prior
studies of ethane and propane direct dehydrogenation for olefins production over Ni3Ga
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Table 6.1: TOF rates of propane for the catalysts under investigation and a summary of








As-reduced Ni3Ga/SiO2 400 37 1.08 our work
Annealed Ni3Ga/SiO2 400 31 0.43 our work
As-reduced Ni5Ga3/SiO2 400 9.1 0.25 our work
Annealed Ni5Ga3/SiO2 400 11.02 0.09 our work
As-reduced Ni5Ga3/SiO2 600 9.1 9.34 our work
Annealed Ni5Ga3/SiO2 600 11.02 3.37 our work
As-reduced NiGa/SiO2 600 4.4 11.58 our work
Annealed NiGa/SiO2 600 10.3 4.64 our work
2wt%Rh/Al2O3 475 290 1.27
172
2wt%Rh/20wt%Ce2O3-Al2O3 475 680 2.99
172








1 H2 uptake is not reported
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Figure 6.8: Probe DFT calculations for investigation of surface reactivity towards C, H,
and O over Ni(211), Ni(111), Ni-rich-surface Ni3Ga(111), bulk-like terminated Ni3Ga(111),
and bulk-like terminated NiGa(110). a) Activation barriers for the 1st dehydrogenation
of propane, H2O dissociation, and CH3 hydrogenation to CH4. b) Molecular CO and O2
dissociative adsorption energies. The elements in the slab model systems are color coded:
Ni (light blue) and Ga (magenta).
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with bulk-like and modified surface Ni:Ga ratios128;129. In these studies, surface reactivity
towards carbon was attenuated systematically as Ga surface concentration increased from
25% to 50% and tracked well with high selectivity in olefins product. We have also shown
that Ni IMC surface reactivity towards carbon tracks as a function of p-element size and
orbital overlap in Ni+B-group IMCs with 1:1 element ratios in the semihydrogenation of
acetylene to ethylene157. Similar trends also are apparent when utilizing IMC catalysts
produced using larger late TMs (Pt+Sn, Pd+Sn, Pd+In, and Pd+Ga) in olefin production
and functionalization reactions6;9;20;59;74;78;82;85;102;138;202. Therefore, it is clear that systematic
changes in surface chemistry of late TM IMCs are present and can be rationally selected to
investigate fundamental surface reaction mechanisms and tune catalyst performance.
Because non-noble metal IMC catalysts are composed of more reactive elements, insights
into surface composition changes driven by reaction conditions are of significant interest.
These changes may be driven either by the innate stability of the IMC or by surface-bound
reaction intermediates. Focusing on the Ni3Ga catalysts, the Ni concentration of the as-
reduced Ni3Ga reduced from 92% to 80% Ni and increased from 77% to 87% for the reduced
and annealed Ni3Ga. Because as-reduced Ni3Ga with a Ni-rich surface composition can be
transformed into bulk-like terminated Ni3Ga via extended annealing under Ar, we predict
these changes are not driven by innate thermodynamics of the Ni3Ga phase but by surface-
bound intermediates. As mentioned previously, the formation of Ni carbonyl species may
remove Ni from the IMC surface, but clearly this effect eventually becomes unfavorable given
the slightly Ni-rich surface compositions measured by HS-LEIS for both catalysts after 16hrs
under reaction conditions. In the case of bulk-like terminated Ni3Ga, it is unclear exactly
which surface-bound reaction intermediate pulls Ni to the surface, but it is suggested that
C/CHx groups or atomic H are responsible. Given that a high chemical potential of H
produces a Ni-rich surface in the case of as-reduced Ni3Ga and the innate reactivity of Ni
towards carbon, both C/CHx and H may play considerable roles in driving IMC surface
composition changes. Interestingly, the relatively high reactivity of Ga towards O/OH
appears to not pull Ga to the surface. Moreover, results suggest that the initial starting
surface composition also plays a role in the steady-state IMC surface composition under
reaction conditions. It is understood that the stability of the elements in the catalyst surface
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and element-specific reactivity towards intermediates dictate how alloy and solid compound
surface compositions change as a function of reaction conditions87;87;176;176;203;203;204;204;204,
but an overarching fundamental framework to understand and predict the phenomenon still
needs developed.
The catalytic activity and selectivity trends of the NiGa and Ni5Ga3 catalysts that relax
to a bulk crystal phase of Ni3Ga with unknown surface compositions are much more difficult
to predict, yet in both cases it is clear that the new surface composition limits CO oxidation
almost entirely. These catalysts are being investigated more thoroughly for a future report,
but it is predicted that extra Ga is present at the particle surface given bulk-like terminated
NiGa exhibited the same preference for CO production before bulk phase relaxation to Ni3Ga.
However, this prediction does not agree with the trends observed in surface chemistry towards
propane activation as a function of surface Ga concentration over the well-defined catalysts.
Clearly, a special set of surface reaction sites were produced under reaction conditions as
NiGa relaxed to Ni3Ga, yet were absent on the surface of Ni5Ga3 after relaxation to Ni3Ga.
Further studies are needed to understand this phenomenon, as it appears to be a clear
core-shell-type surface chemistry effect. Moreover, IMC catalyst stability under reaction
conditions also needs to be better understood, yet results suggest that both bulk IMC phase
stability and the chemical potential of surface-bound intermediates or products play a role
in driving bulk phase and surface composition changes for higher energy IMC phases.
The tunability of CO vs. CO2 selectivity is clearly achievable by modifying the
composition of the Ni+Ga IMC catalysts in the bulk and at the particle surface. CO vs.
CO2 selectivity may be controlled by either the rate of the second oxygen addition to CO
or an OCHx intermediate, depending on the active mechanism, or the rate of supply or
chemical identity of the oxidizer, e.g., O vs. OH from H2O dissociation. In the former
case, the balance of carbonaceous intermediate and oxidizer species stability on the catalyst
surface would dictate the rate of oxidation48;148;173;174. In the latter, the rate of oxidizer
supply would be selectivity-controlling160;205–207. As a basis of comparison, Ni is known
to drive rapid H2O dissociation and CHx/CO oxidation, as determined by many KIE and
rate-order studies27;190;196–199. This dynamic along with relatively moderate CO adsorption
preferentially promotes high CO2 selectivity.
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Some fundamental insight into what controls the CO vs. CO2 selectivity over the Ni+Ga
IMC catalysts may be derived from quantum chemical calculations of dissociative adsorption
of H2O and O2 and molecular adsorption of CO. Comparing Ni(211) to Ni3Ga indicates
that the rate of H2O dissociation may be similar given similarly low activation barriers.
On the other hand, NiGa presents lower surface reactivity in general, a larger barrier for
H2O dissociation (Ea,NiGa = 1.3 eV), and slower oxidizer supply kinetics. The kinetics for
the CO oxidation step can be roughly predicted by the surface reactivity towards O and
CO. Interestingly, both CO and O are less strongly bound over NiGa in comparison to Ni
and Ni3Ga suggesting more rapid oxidation. Therefore, it is suggested that slow oxidizer
supply in competition with more facile molecular CO desorption contribute to the preferential
production of CO over NiGa and the core-shell catalysts produced after NiGa and Ni5Ga3
relax to a Ni3Ga in the bulk. However, a full kinetic network study is needed to fully
understand these selectivity trends and will be published in a follow-up report. Nonetheless,
others have observed similar selectivity shifts over other alloy and metallic compounds, but
the origin of these changes may be mechanistically diverse depending on the balance of
constituent rates in the kinetic network142;174;205;206.
Limiting the unselective rehydrogenation of propane breakdown intermediates that lead
to lighter hydrocarbon production is critical to enhance overall reforming efficiency. Due to
the likelihood of an intermediate-laden surface when operating at appreciable conversions,
rehydrogenation selectivity will be a strong function of the kinetics of hydrogen transfer
from the surface to carbonaceous intermediates and, potentially, a function of hydrocarbon
breakdown and oxidation kinetics through kinetic coupling. The known ability of Ni to drive
hydrogenation reactions at low temperatures correlates well with the elevated production of
CH4 over the Ni catalyst (refs
163;172;174) and the as-prepared as-reduced Ni3Ga catalyst that
exhibited a Ni-dominated surface composition. The diminishing CH4 production over the
latter catalyst as TOS increased tracks well with the IMC surface composition shifting to
more bulk-like. The trend of limited unselective dehydrogenation is also evident over well-
defined annealed Ni3Ga and NiGa cases and the less well-defined Ni5Ga3 case that was Ni3Ga
terminated at t = 0 TOS. It is also noted that inhibited hydrogenation was also observed
in the WGS reaction tests over the annealed Ni3Ga catalyst where no CH4 was produced.
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In comparison, WGS performed over noble metals or monometallic catalysts often result in
hydrogen loss to CH4 production
194;195.
It is clear that hydrogenation kinetics are inherently limited over the Ni+Ga IMCs. This
useful surface chemical feature has been connected to more covalent bonding in the IMC
that modifies H-surface bonding and hydrogen transfer kinetics. This same phenomenon was
encountered in our prior studies of semi-hydrogenation of acetylene over Ni+B-group IMCs
and was found to track well with the degree of covalent-like bonding within the IMC, which
tracked with orbital-orbital overlap between the constituent elements157. Most notably,
limited hydrogenation kinetics was observed over NiAl and NiGa where orbital overlap was
the greatest between Ni and the boron group elements investigated. Our studies of Ni3Ga
with modified surface Ga concentration in the direct dehydrogenation of propane and ethane
for olefin production also illustrated the limited hydrogenation kinetics over Ni+Ga IMCs
as a function of surface composition128;129. Interestingly, the same control of hydrogenation
kinetics was observed over solid TM compounds produced using nonmetal elements, which
suggests a quite general trend in surface chemistry that connects all TM solid compounds
formed through reaction with p-block elements181. Several other studies have also noted this
interesting electronic effect in more focused studies59;73;85. Also interesting is that the limited
hydrogenation kinetics appears to not detrimentally affect H2 evolution, which may suggest
that the electronic effect is species specific or marked H surface coverage effects are present
that promote H2 evolution because unselective dehydrogenation is kinetically inhibited.
6.5 Conclusion
Systematic control of surface and catalytic chemistry of Ni+Ga IMC catalysts was possible
through the manipulation of bulk and surface composition. Compared with pure Ni catalyst,
Ni+Ga IMCs catalysts, with new electronic structures, exhibited newly accessible surface
reactivity towards C, H, and O that appeared to be appropriately balanced for the wet
reforming of C2+ saturated hydrocarbons. Nearly ideal product selectivity towards either
H2/CO or H2/CO2 could be achieved under the same reaction conditions depending on
catalyst formulation. Dramatically reduced coke deposition and enhanced catalyst stability
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was also achieved. At the fundamental mechanistic level, limited coke formation with
retained overall activity was achieved by tuning the surface reactivity towards C-H activation
to be less than that of Ni(211) but greater than that of Ni(111). CO vs. CO2 selectivity was
found to be controlled by a competition between molecular CO desorption and CO oxidation
and water dissociation kinetics. The beneficial limiting of unselective rehydrogenation
kinetics was connected to the more covalent bonding within the IMC, new H-surface bonding,





Control of Surface Reactivity towards
C, H, and O on Intermetallic
Compounds in Propane Wet
Reforming Reaction
7.1 Overview
Propane steam reforming presents and expansive reaction networks was chosen as a probe
reaction to present the control of active mechanistic pathways as a function of catalyst
surface chemistry. To make this connection more clearly, a suit of Ni+Ga IMCs with
different stoichiometries (Ni3Ga, Ni5Ga3, NiGa, and Ni2Ga3) and Ni3Ga with different
surface terminations (100% Ni, 87.5% Ni, 75% Ni, and 50% Ni terminated) models were
selected. This study consisted of determining the reaction energetics of C-H activation of
propane, H2O dissociation, CH3 hydrogenation to CH4, H2 evolution, and a reduced selection
of possible reaction pathways for CO and CO2 production. Exhaustive surface reaction
mechanism investigations were performed for each material to find the most favorable
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reaction mechanism as a function of reaction sites. Due to the complex reaction network of
propane wet reforming and insight informed from literature, only oxidation of C/CH by O or
OH was considered for CO and CO2 formation in this study. Sabatier analysis for correlation
between surface reactivity markers and reaction energetics was performed to help isolate the
appropriate range of surface chemistry that would optimize catalytic performance. Kinetic
rate constants were calculated using DFT-determined activation barriers and pre-exponential
factors and used to build kinetic coupling models. A complete electronic structure analysis
using band structure, density of states, and Bader charge analysis was performed to correlate
with calculated surface and catalytic chemistry and surface reaction site preference and
composition.
7.2 Introduction
One of the grand challenges of heterogeneous catalysis design is the purposeful and selective
manipulation of specific chemical moieties within an environment of many different chemical
moieties, e.g., olefins production and functionalization reactions, reforming reactions for
H2 production, and upgrading of heavily oxygenated feedstocks. To achieve this goal,
materials as catalysts must be designed with tunable surface and catalytic chemistry.
Through significant efforts of others, it has become clear monometallic platinum group
metals (PGM), PGM+TM alloys, or TM+TM alloys are widely used in these reactions,
however, cost and insufficient tunability and stability of these materials further promote the
need for inexpensive, compositionally-rich catalytic materials that exhibit more-ideal surface
chemistry and improved compositional stability. Non-noble metal intermetallic compounds
(IMCs) appear able to satisfy this need. In literatures, comparable or improved activity and
stability have been exhibited over IMCs in comparison to TM+TM and TM+CM alloys in
many classic and contemporary reactions of interest6–8;22;23;69;70;73;74;101;158;159. Some studies
have also indicated that different bulk stoichiometries or phases of IMCs exhibit different
catalytic performance, but due to a lack of truly surface sensitive surface composition
analysis, this trend is still unclear7;8;10–13;15;16;18;19;23. A small selection of well-defined surface
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science studies have confirmed these effects for select IMCs, but wide sweeping trends and
an electronic-level fundamental understanding is still lacking9;24;25;101;208;209.
In this study, rational design catalyst for propane steam reforming was investigated
because of its unique reaction network. Propane steam reforming includes several distinct
elementary steps which can dictate product selectivity, e.g., C-H activation of propane, H2O
dissociation, and C/CHx oxidation. Careful control of these steps is required so that ideal
H2/CO or H2/CO2 and inhibited coke formation can be achieved. Control of C-H activation
is the major concern since many studies indicated this step was rate-limiting step causing
dramatic problems with coke formation196;200;210;211. It is already known that more reactive
interface, step, and edge sites on a Ni catalyst can activate C–H bonds at a rate greater than
other constituent reaction pathways leading to coke formation at these sites142;197;200;212;213.
Studies using ostensibly inert elements like Bi or Au that migrate to and block these sites
have verified the role of over-reactive sites in coke formation60;166–169. The addition of p-
block elements (Ga, Sn, In, etc.) may produce new electronic structure leading to significant
modification of surface reactivity towards C-H activation13;165;214;215. Focusing on oxidizer
activation and oxidation step, since the H2O dissociation is often not kinetically limiting,
many efforts in the community was to manipulate surface reactivity towards O/OH by adding
secondary elements, which can affect the oxidation kinetics26;148;162;173;174;216;217. Systematic
control of rates of these elementary steps by manipulating surface reactivity towards C, H,
and O make it possible to control products selectivity. Two major selectivities needed to be
concerned in the wet reforming reaction, which are selectivity of H2 vs. CH4 and selectivity
of CO vs. CO2. Competition between H2 evolution and unselective CH4 production is
related with the fate of atomic H, and CO and CO2 production can be controlled by tuning
surface reactivity towards C, O, and CO. In this study, Ni+Ga IMCs with different element
ratios and surface terminations were modeled for the fundamental investigation on effect of
bulk and surface composition on surface reactivity towards C, H, and O as well as catalytic
chemistry in propane steam reforming reaction.
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7.3 Results and Discussion
7.3.1 Description of Surfaces
Our prior experimental study of propane steam reforming and alkane dehydrogenation have
dictated a range of surface and catalytic chemistry and different types of surface reaction
sites by adjusting TM-to-p-block bulk element ratio of IMCs, thus Ni+Ga IMCs models with
variable Ni-to-Ga bulk element ratios were performed. For Ni+Ga IMCs with stoichiometric
bulk composition models, the close-packed surfaces with the highest symmetry and lowest
surface energy were chosen for each material (see Figure 7.1). The composition of the
surfaces was determined by as-cut bulk stoichiometry and not modified further. All surface
terminations of materials selected were bulk-like terminated beside Ni5Ga3 which was Ni3Ga
terminated since there was no bulk-like terminated surface existed for this model. A suit of
Ni3Ga(111) models with 100% Ni, 87.5% Ni, 75% Ni, and 50% Ni-terminated surfaces were
set up by modifying outermost surface layer composition, and the bulk stoichiometry below
was kept as constant Ni3Ga. The possible surface reaction sites are shown in Figure 7.1.
Over the Ni3Ga(111) surface, one Ga atom is surrounded by six Ni atoms. There are seven
types of reaction sites present including a Ni atop site (A1), a Ga atop site (A2), a Ni-Ni
bridge site (B1), a Ni-Ga bridge site (B2), a three-fold hollow of 3Ni site (H1), a three-fold
hollow of 2Ni-Ga site (H2), and a four-fold hollow of 3Ni and Ga site (H1). The Ni5Ga3(010)
is Ni3Ga terminated but with different atom packing from Ni3Ga(111). There is one type
of Ga which is surrounded by six Ni atoms and two types of Ni that one is adjacent by two
Ga atoms and four Ni atoms, another is adjacent by two Ga atoms and two Ni atoms. The
possible reaction sites include one Ni atop site 1 (A1), one Ni atop site 2 (A2), one Ga atop
site (A3), one Ni-Ni bridge site (B1), one Ni-Ga bridge site (B2), one three-fold hollow of 3Ni
site (T1), one three-fold hollow of 2Ni and Ga site (T2), one three-fold of Ni and 2Ga site
(T3), one four-fold hollow of 4Ni site (H1), one four-fold hollow of 3Ni and Ga site (H2), and
one four-fold hollow of 2Ni and 2Ga site (H3). NiGa (110) exhibits the surface atom packing
that contains one Ni atom surrounded by four Al or Ga atoms. The possible reaction sites
over NiGa(110) surface are a Ni atop site (A1), an Ga atop site (A2), a Ni-Ni bridge (B1),
a Ga-Ga bridge (B2), a Ni-Ga bridge site (B3), a three-fold 2Ni and Ga (T1), a three-fold
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Figure 7.1: Surface energies calculations of different facets for Ni+Ga IMCs. Elements in
the model figures are color coded: Ni(light blue) and Ga (magenta)
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hollow of Ni and 2Ga (T2), a hollow site 1 of 2Ni and 2Ga (H1), and a hollow site 2 of 2Ni
and 2Ga (H2). Ni2Ga3(110) surface exhibits some free space which presents a Ni atop site
(A1), a Ga atop site 1 (A2), a Ga atop site 2 (A3), a Ni-Ni bridge site (B1), a Ni-Ga bridge
site 1 (B2), a Ni-Ga bridge site 2 (B3), a Ga-Ga bridge site (B4), a three-fold hollow site of
2Ni and Ga (T1), and a three-fold hollow site of Ni and 2Ga (T2).
7.3.2 General Surface Surface Reactivity towards C, H, and O
To develop a systematic understanding of the surface chemistry of IMCs with respect to
bulk and surface composition, adsorption of C2H4 and CO and dissociative adsorption of H2
and O2 were investigated over a suite of Ni+Ga IMCs with different stoichiometries (Ni3Ga,
Ni5Ga3, NiGa, and Ni2Ga3) and Ni3Ga with different surface terminations (see Figure 7.2).
Ni(211) and Ni(111) served as benchmarks for surface reactivity towards C, H, and O. In
comparison to Ni(211) and Ni(111), Ni-rich materials (Ni3Ga and Ni5Ga3) exhibited higher
surface reactivity towards C, H, and CO while lower surface reactivity towards O. On the
other hand, NiGa and Ni2Ga3 showed lower surface reactivity towards C, H, O, and CO
than Ni(211) and Ni(111). The variable range of surface chemistry of IMCs compared with
pure metallic materials make them more ideal in specific catalytic reactions. In addition,
interesting trends were produced as the Ni-to-Ga element ratio was modified. Volcano-like
reactivity was encountered that the adsorbate bonding to the surfaces was at a minimum in
all cases over NiGa surface. Ni-rich or Ga-rich Ni+Ga IMCs exhibited a moderate surface
reactivity but catalytically interesting increase in surface reactivity in all adsorbate cases.
The effect of element ratio on surface and catalytic chemistry was illustrated in our prior
studies128–130;157. Systematic control of product distribution was achieved over Ni+Ga IMCs
by changing Ni:Ga bulk ratio or adjusting surface composition in alkane dehydrogenation
and propane steam reforming reactions. Similar trend also was encountered in IMC studies in
literature. For example, in the study of a suite of Ni+Sn IMCs with a range of Ni-to-Sn ratios,
e.g., Ni3Sn, Ni3Sn2, and Ni3Sn4, the catalytic performance tests showed the stoichiometry
of Ni3Sn4 slight off of 1:1 exhibited the highest selectivity in the semi-hydrogenation of
acetylene because of reduced surface reactivity towards C7. With respect to the effect of
surface composition on surface chemistry, elevated Ga surface concentration led to decreased
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Figure 7.2: Investigations on general surface reactivity towards C, H, and O by calculating
adsorption of C2H4 and CO and dissociative adsorption of H2 and O2 a) and b) over Ni+Ga
IMCs with different stoichiometries, c) and d) over Ni3Ga with different surface terminations.
Ni(111) and Ni(211) served as benchmarks. Elements in the model figures are color coded:
Ni(light blue) and Ga (magenta)
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surface reactivity towards C and O. Ni3Ga with stoichiometrically terminated surface showed
strongest surface reactivity towards H and CO in comparison to other surface terminations.
Similar results were encountered in studies of Pd+Ga in semi-hydrogenation of acetylene that
when Ga atoms were selectively removed via etching, activity and selectivity were strongly
tuned as a function of surface composition73.
Analysis of the site preference for adsorbates over Ni+Ga materials helped to illustrate
how the change of electronic structure promotes the relative contribution of Ni and Ga
in surface chemistry. Ethylene, CO, H2 and CO were chosen as probe adsorbates for
investigation of general surface reactivity towards C, H, and O. The most favorable reaction
sites for ethylene and CO adsorption and dissociative adsorption of H2 and O2 over
Ni3Ga(111) were three-fold hollow of 3Ni site. Over Ni5Ga3(010), ethylene and CO preferred
to adsorbed on were four-fold hollow of 4Ni site, and atomic H and O were adsorbed on Ni-Ni
bridge site and four-fold hollow of 3Ni and Ga site, respectively. In the case of NiGa, the most
favorable adsorption site for ethylene and CO adsorption were Ni-Ga bridge site Ni atop site,
respectively. Both atomic H and O were preferentially adsorbed on four-fold hollow of 2Ni
and 2Ga site. Over Ni2Ga3, ethylene and atomic O were preferentially adsorbed on three-fold
hollow of Ni and 2Ga site, and CO and atomic H were preferentially adsorbed on Ni atop
site and Ni-Ni bridge site. In addition, comparison of adsorption energies over Ni-dominated
site and mixed-composition site indicates strong electronic effect in surface chemistry in all
materials, which suggests a departure of pure Ni-like surface chemistry driven by bonding in
the IMC (as shown in Table 7.1).
7.3.3 Control of C-H Activation of Propane
Control of C-H activation is critical to design improved hydrocarbon steam reforming
catalysts by minimizing coke formation and simultaneously maintaining activity. It is well
known that high-reactive interface, step, and edge sites such as Ni(211) can activate C-
H bonds too rapidly causing coke formation on these sites. On the other hand, C-H
activation over Ni(111) sites is a rate-limiting step, which suggests Ni(111) may not be
reactive enough196;200;210;211. Appropriate surface reactivity towards C-H activation is needed
which is expected to be between Ni(211) and Ni(111) reaction sites. The activity of propane
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Table 7.1: Ethylene and CO adsorption, H2 and O2 dissociative adsorption energies over
Ni-dominated and mixed-composition sites.
Ethylene ads. (eV) H2 dis.ads. (eV) CO ads. (eV) O2 dis.ads. (eV)
Ni-dominated Mixed-composition Ni-dominated Mixed-composition N i-dominated Mixed-composition Ni-dominated Mixed-composition
Ni3Ga -1.6 -1.6 -1.0 -0.8 -2.7 -2.7 -2.1 -1.9
Ni5Ga3 -1.5 -0.9 -0.6 -0.3 -2.2 -2.3 -2.2 -2.4
NiGa -0.2 -0.2 0 -0.3 -1.5 -1.4 -1.8 -1.8
Ni2Ga3 -0.4 -0.8 -0.5 -0.2 -1.7 -1.6 -2.1 -1.8
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1st dehydrogenation was calculated over Ni+Ga IMCs and correlated with surface reactivity
towards C and H via sabatier analysis (see Figure 7.3). General observation located the
maximum in activity of propane 1st dehydrogenation around dissociative adsorption of -
0.75 eV and adsorption of ethylene of -2 eV. Results suggested that Ni3Ga and Ni5Ga3
IMCs present an appropriate range of surface reactivity towards C and H which was lower
than over-reactive sites but still high enough to produce moderate activity of initial C-H
activation of propane. On the other hand, NiGa and Ni2Ga3 showed lower activity of propane
decomposition than Ni(111) because of reduced surface reactivity towards C and H. This was
roughly consistent with our prior experimental observation in propane steam reforming over
SiO2 supported Ni+Ga IMCs that overall activity was tracked as: Ni3Ga>Ni5Ga3>NiGa
130.
A similar trend was also observed in our previous studies of ethane and propane direct
dehydrogenation and semi-hydrogenation of acetylene for olefins production128;129;157. In
these studies, surface reactivity towards C and H can be controlled as a function of the
surface composition and p-element size and showed strong correlation with activation of
C-H and C-C bonds.
7.3.4 Control of H2O Dissociation
Ability to control H2O dissociation over IMC is illustrated by correlating activation barriers
of H2O and OH dissociation with H2 and O2 dissociative adsorption energy (see Figure
7.4). As a basic comparison, Ni drives rapid dissociation of H2O and OH, which has been
demonstrated in literature with no KIE using D2O and zero-order kinetics in steam reforming
reactions196;198;199. Ni3Ga and Ni2Ga3 showed similar activity of 1st dissociation of H2O in
comparison to Ni(211) which may give similar rates of H2O dissociation. But lower C-H
activation over Ni3Ga and Ni2Ga3 may produce more balanced kinetic coupling with H2O
dissociation than Ni(211) leading to reduced coke formation in comparison to Ni. The
activation barrier of H2O dissociation over NiGa was higher than other materials because
of lowest surface reactivity towards C and O. While Ni5Ga3 exhibited a similar activation
barrier of H2O dissociation to NiGa in spite of higher surface reactivity towards O and H
suggesting strong electronic effect. Figure 7.4c suggested that dissociation of OH was more
clearly correlated with surface reactivity towards O, which was intuitive since atomic O
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Figure 7.3: Sabatier correlation between activity of propane 1st dehydrogenation and C2H4
adsorption and H2 dissociative adsorption over Ni+Ga IMCs
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Figure 7.4: a) correlation between dissociation of H2O and O2; b) a) correlation between
dissociation of H2O and H2; c) correlation between dissociation of OH and O2; and d)
correlation between dissociation of OH and H2
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is a product of dissociation. The effect of surface reactivity towards H on dissociation of OH
was less likely more affected by electronic effects in the IMC.
7.3.5 Overall Reaction Mechanism Energetics
DFT study of propane dehydrogenation and decomposition in literature informed that
several C-H cleavage steps precede C-C breaking steps. In addition, it has been well
established that dehydrogenation of CH3 to CH2 and CH was rapid and more exothermic
than further dehydrogenation of CH to atomic C and H. In addition dehydrogenation of
CHx was more kinetically favorable than oxidation of CHx by O and OH. Therefore the
elementary steps included in this study are dehydrogenation of propane, H2O dissociation,
and C/CH oxidation with O/OH, CH3 hydrogenation to CH4 and H2 evolution. For the CO
and CO2 production, the possible reaction pathways of oxidation of C/CH by O/OH over
Ni+Ga IMCs and Ni3Ga with different surface compositions were investigated (see Figure
7.5). Activation energies of the network of oxidation were performed to understand the
energetic preference for each catalyst for the CO and CO2 production. The most favorable
reaction pathway for CO production over Ni3Ga was through oxidation of C by OH to COH
(Ea=1.4 eV) and dehydrogenation of COH to CO (Ea=0.8 eV), while the other pathways
also may happen due to similar energetics. In the case of Ni5Ga3 and Ni2Ga3, CH was
preferentially oxidized by O to HCO (Ea = 1.2 eV for Ni5Ga3, and Ea=1.0 eV for Ni2Ga3)
and then dehydrogenated to CO (Ea = 0.5 eV for Ni5Ga3, and Ea=0.1 eV for Ni2Ga3 ).
The most favorable reaction pathway for CO2 production over these three materials was via
oxidation of HCO by O to HCOO and dehydrogenation of HCOO to CO2. Interestingly, over
NiGa, direct oxidation of C to CO (Ea=0.7 eV) and direct oxidation of CO to CO2 (Ea=0.8
eV) were the most favorable reaction pathways for CO and CO2 production, respectively.
The surface composition of Ni3Ga also played a role in the control of selectivity of CO
and CO2. Ni-terminated Ni3Ga(111) exhibited rapid oxidation of CH to HCO and rapid
dehydrogenation of HCO to CO with only 0.1 eV activation barriers for both steps. While
the activation barriers of HCO by O (Ea= 1.0 eV) and dehydrogenation of HCOO for CO2
production (Ea=1.4 eV) was significantly increased potentially due to high surface reactivity
towards O. With elevated Ni concentration, activation barriers of oxidation of C/CH steps
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Figure 7.5: Possible reaction pathways for CO and CO2 reduction through C/CH oxidation
by O/OH a)over Ni+Ga IMCs with different stoichiometries and b) over Ni3Ga with 100%
Ni- and 87.5% Ni-terminated surface
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increased. Over 87.5% Ni-terminated Ni3Ga(111), the most favorable reaction pathway for
CO production was via oxidation of C by OH to COH (Ea=1.2 eV) and dehydrogenation of
COH to CO (Ea=0.1 eV). For CO2 production, 87.5% Ni-terminated Ni3Ga(111) followed the
same pathway as Ni-terminated and bulk-like terminated Ni3Ga(111) with similar activation
barriers.
7.3.6 Control of Fate of Atomic H
Control of the fate of atomic H for promoting production of H2 and inhibiting unselective
hydrogenation of propane breakdown intermediates is critical to improve the efficiency of
overall reforming efficiency. The correlation between the kinetic barriers of CH4 and H2
production over Ni and Ni+Ga IMCs defined a region where unselective hydrogenation of
CH3 to CH4 was inhibited while H2 production was promoted (shown in Figure 7.6). Similar
activation barriers for both CH3 hydrogenation and H2 evolution were present over Ni(211)
and Ni(111) and thus there was little control of the fate of atomic H. Our prior propane wet
reforming indicated that Ni exhibited higher selectivity of CH4 at the early TOS because
of its known ability to drive hydrogenation reactions130;163;172;174. In contrast, unlike pure
Ni, Ni+Ga IMCs, especially NiGa and Ni2Ga3, exhibited a significantly higher activation
barrier of CH4 production than H2 production suggesting higher selectivity H2 than CH4.
The trend of limited unselective dehydrogenation was also evident over well-defined annealed
Ni3Ga and NiGa cases and the less well-defined Ni5Ga3 case
130. The inherent limitation of
hydrogenation kinetics over Ni+Ga IMCs was apparent and as a function of element ratio.
From Ni-rich material (Ni3Ga and Ni5Ga3) to materials with approximate 1:1 Ni-to-Ga
ratio (NiGa and Ni2Ga3), degree of limitation of hydrogenation was increased which was
potentially connected with more covalent bonding within IMC leading to modified H-surface
bonding and inhibited hydrogen transfer kinetics. The same phenomenon was observed in
our prior semi-hydrogenation of acetylene study which tracked well with degree of covalent-
bonding within IMC, notably over NiAl and NiGa where orbital-orbital overlap is close to
maximum157. The similar effect of element ratio on limited hydrogenation kinetics also was
observed in our propane and ethane direct dehydrogenation studies over Ni3Ga with varied
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Figure 7.6: a) correlation between H2 and CH4 production as a function of surface
reactivity towards H and b) sabatier correlation between activity of CH4 production and
C2H4 adsorption and H2 dissociative adsorption
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Ga concentration on the surface128;129. Further investigation on control of kinetics of
hydrogenation was done via sabatier correlation analysis between activity of CH4 production
and surface reactivity towards C and H (see Figure 7.6b). The lack of systematic and
localized linear trends between hydrogenation kinetics and surface reactivity towards C or H,
as commonly encountered over monometallic surfaces, suggests significant electronic effects
in the Ni+Ga IMC surface and catalytic chemistry11;59;103;118;119.
7.3.7 Control of CO vs. CO2 selectivity
The fundamental insight into what controls CO and CO2 selectivity can be derived from
surface reactivity towards C, O, and CO. Correlating activity of CO production between
adsorption of C2H4 and dissociative adsorption of O2 indicated that increased surface
reactivity towards C and O can promote CO production (see Figure 7.7a). The volcano
trend between the activity of CO production and surface reactivity towards CO was present
in Figure 7.7b, which suggested CO production may be promoted over materials high
surface reactivity towards C and O and appropriate surface reactivity towards CO, such
as 100% Ni-terminated Ni3Ga. The volcano trend of CO2 production as a function of
surface reactivity towards C and O also was observed (see Figure 7.7c). In addition, Figure
7.7d indicated that the activity of CO2 production was less dependent on surface reactivity
towards CO. Ni3Ga, Ni5Ga3, and Ni3Ga with 100% and 87.5% Ni-terminated surface showed
similar CO adsorption energy while significantly different activity of CO2 production. These
suggested CO2 production can be controlled by tuning surface reactivity towards C and O.
These computational prediction was consisted with our prior experimental observation in
propane steam reforming study that Ni-terminated Ni3Ga/SiO2 catalyst showed higher CO
selectivity than bulk-like terminated Ni3Ga/SiO2 catalyst. The ideal H2/CO production
over Ni5Ga3/SiO2 and NiGa/SiO2 was due to phase transformation to Ni3Ga under reaction
condition. The origin of the selectivity differences between CO and CO2 may be slower
oxidation step kinetics that promote CO production over CO2. On the other hand, CO2
can be promoted by weakening C and O/OH adsorption on the catalyst surface and is most
readily visible in low temperature reforming of small oxygenates where high reactivity to
drive C-H activation is not needed26;137;148;162;176.
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Figure 7.7: a) sabatier correlation between activity of CO production and C2H4 adsorption
and O2 dissociative adsorption; b) correlation between activity of CO production and CO
adsorption; c) sabatier correlation between activity of CO2 production and C2H4 adsorption
and O2 dissociative adsorption; b) correlation between activity of CO2 production and CO
adsorption
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7.3.8 Kinetics Coupling of Elementary Steps
A kinetic rate analysis was performed to understand the kinetic coupling effect on catalytic
chemistry by comparing rate constants of C-H activation, H2O dissociation, and C/CHx
oxidation (see Figure 7.8). Appropriate surface reactivity towards C-H activation of propane
and activation of H2O is necessary to initiate all oxidation reaction pathways. Ni(211)
is well known to exhibit rapid C-H of hydrocarbons but is not coupled well with rates
of H2O dissociation and C/CHx oxidation leading to significant coke formation or carbide
formation over these reaction sites. Another extreme case is the Ni(111) exhibits low C-
H activation rate which has been demonstrated as the rate-limiting step196;200;210;211. The
reduced rates of C-H activation and H2O dissociation and increased rate of C/CHx oxidation
over Ni3Ga(111) suggests a more efficient kinetically coupling may be reached. Ni5Ga3(010)
showed similar rates of these constituent steps to Ni(211) which may cause coke formation
as well due to an imbalanced system. The much lower rates C-H activation over NiGa(110)
and Ni2Ga3(110) than other materials indicating higher reaction temperature is required.
These predictions agreed with experimentally observation in our prior study of propane
steam reforming130. Significant unselective production of CH4 was observed over Ni(211) at
the early of TOS because of rapid carbon supply, but the loss of over-reactive sites by poison
proceeded shift of the carbon supply rate and C/CHx coverage reducing CH4 production
and rapid deactivation130. The performance of Ni3Ga with bulk-like termination showed
nearly ideal H2/CO2 product selectivity, limited coke formation, and minor deactivation
early in TOS as a result of balanced kinetic coupling. Ni5Ga3 exhibited lower propane
conversion compared to Ni3Ga which was likely caused by different surface composition
(80% Ni and 20% Ga) with model (75% Ni and 25% Ga). NiGa was inactive at 400C
necessitating at 600C because of reduced surface reactivity towards the activation of propane.
In addition, the kinetic coupling effect also can drive the composition change of the catalyst.
For example, surface composition of Ni3Ga with bulk-like termination (77% Ni and 23% Ga)
was transformed to more Ni-rich surface (87% Ni and 13% Ga), and bulk of Ni5Ga3 and
NiGa relaxed to Ni3Ga with unknown surface composition. The correlation between kinetic
coupling and evolution of reaction sites needs to be explored further.
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Figure 7.8: Rate constants of propane 1st dehydrogenation, rate determining step of H2O
and OH dissociation, and rate determining step of C/CH oxidation by O/OH over Ni(211),
Ni(111), and Ni+Ga IMCs
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7.3.9 Analysis of Electronic Structure and Correlation with Sur-
face and Catalytic Chemistry
The roughly linear correlation but with some deviations between general surface chemistry
makers and d-band center suggested the significant change of surface chemistry as a function
of bulk and surface composition was originated from the nature of electronic structure.
The departure present in Figure 7.9 from the correlation developed for pure metal surfaces
suggested it is necessary to understand the change of surface chemistry by analyzing
electronic structure of IMCs beyond d-band center, such as the degree of hybridization
of d-states and p-states as indicated by band spread in the energy spectrum, and density
of d- and p-states near the Fermi level that may participate in the surface chemistry. The
distribution of d-orbitals of Ni and p-orbitals and s-orbitals of Ga in band structure and
band spread in energy approximately present the degree of hybridization and covalent-like
bondings of Ni+Ga IMCs in solids. As the Ni+Ga IMCs bulk composition go from Ni-rich
to 1:1 stoichiometry, more complete hybridization between the d- and p-states was observed
(see Figure 7.10). Then the degree of hybridization was slightly reduced as composition
went from NiGa to Ni2Ga3. More covalent-like bondings with in solid can produce less
reactive catalytic surface chemistry, which agreed with the observations from general probe
adsorbates adsorption that NiGa showed lowest surface reactivity towards C, H, and O.
Several studies in literature focusing on IMCs with 1:1 stoichiometry, such as PtGa, PdIn,
FeAl, CoAl, and NiAl, also noted this effect46;74;78;80;122;123. The effect of element ratio on
surface chemistry was also illustrated by the d-band center lowering from -1.02 eV to -2.11
eV going from Ni3Ga to NiGa and then returning to -2.08 eV going from NiGa to Ni2Ga3.
Higher d-band center indicated more pronounced surface reactivity of Ni was present. This
consisted with the catalytic surface chemistry and nature of reaction sites. In the case
of Ni3Ga, the most favorable adsorption sites for all adsorbates were dominated by three-
fold hollow of 3Ni site as a result of high density of d-states near Fermi level. As the Ga
concentration increased, the relative density of d-states of Ni to surface chemistry reduced
along with increased relative density of s- and p-states of Ga, thus the surface reaction sites
over Ni5Ga3, NiGa, and Ni2Ga3 were dominated by both Ni and Ga.
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Figure 7.9: Correlations between d-band center and general surface chemistry: a) C2H4
adsorption; b) H2 dissociative adsorption; c) CO adsorption; and d) O2 dissociative
adsorption
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Figure 7.10: Electronic analysis of Ni+Ga IMCs from left to right: band structure and
DOS of clean surfaces. D-band centers of clean surfaces are indicated by red triangles to the
right of the DOS plots.
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7.4 Conclusion
This study clearly illustrated the effect of bulk TM-to-p-block element ratio and surface
composition on surface and catalytic chemistry by modeling Ni+Ga IMCs with different
stoichiometries and surface terminations in propane steam reforming reaction. It was found
general surface reactivity towards C, H, and O can be tuned in a wide range over Ni+Ga
IMCs and lowest surface chemistry occurred at the 1:1 Ni-to-Ga ratio. The tunable surface
chemistry allowed the manipulation of elementary steps rates in propane steam reforming
including C-H activation, oxidizer activation, and oxidation steps leading to control of
selectivity between H2 vs. CH4 and CO vs. CO2. Kinetic rate constant calculations showed
the apparent different degrees of kinetic coupling as a function of bulk element ratio. These
results suggested strong electronic effects due to the complex nature of electronic structure
of IMCs. Complete electronic structure analysis demonstrated that both d-states of Ni and
p-state of Ga near Fermi level contributed to surface chemistry.
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Chapter 8
Summary and Future Work
8.1 Summary
This project focused upon understanding how the surface chemistry of non-noble metal
intermetallic compound (IMC) catalysts towards C, O, and H can be systematically
manipulated through constituent element selection and tune of bulk and surface composition
and their effect in the catalytic chemistry. IMCs are compositionally ordered atomic solid
compounds produced from transition metals and post-transition metals (excluding coinage
metals). These less-studied non-noble metal materials show great promise in serving as
catalysts that may be tailored for careful activation of specific chemical moieties within a
multiply functionalized molecule. This is shown through their proven catalytic activity in
the reactions of interest, improved stability, and the vast compositional space available as
binary combinations. A combined computational surface science, catalyst performance, and
spectroscopic investigation was performed that focuses upon semi-hydrogenation of acetylene
and propane steam reforming over Ni-based IMCs using the B-group metals B, Al, Ga, In,
and Tl to control surface and catalytic chemistry. A quantum chemical modeling approach
was employed to investigate how element selection and TM-to-p-block bulk ratio in the IMC
dictates the range of surface reactivity towards C, H, and O; control of reaction energetic,
magnitude and nature of d- and p-state hybridization within the electronic structure; how
this bonding relates to ensemble, ligand, or electronic type surface reactivity; and the
relative contributions of transition metal and p-block element to the catalytically active
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surface reaction sites and surface chemistry. New synthesis procedures were developed that
allowed for the production of well-defined oxide-supported nanoparticle IMCs. Suites of
oxide supported Ni+Ga IMCs (Ni3Ga, Ni5Ga3, NiGa, and Ni2Ga3), Ni+In IMCs (Ni2In and
Ni2In3), and Co+Ga IMCs (CoGa and CoGa3) with pure bulk phases and controllable surface
composition were synthesized and showed improved stability and selectivity in catalytic
testes. These achievements in catalytic performance and computational surface chemistry
studies show that IMCs exhibit special reactivity towards C, O, and H that is markedly
different from reduced reactive transition or platinum group metals and uniquely beneficial
for many reactions where hydrogenation of C=C and C=O, activation of C-C, C-H, C-O, and
O-H, C-C and C-H cleavage, and dehydrogenation must be carefully controlled to achieve
high product selectivity.
8.2 Future Work
In the future, more complete computational work based on DFT calculations and experi-
mental study are proposed. For the computational work, connections between the bulk and
surface composition and the surface and catalytic chemistry of the IMCs will be further
solidified through classical DFT modeling of periodic slabs of material, surface facet and
termination, and surface reaction mechanisms. These efforts will be closely coupled with
our HS-LEIS and computational studies focused on surface composition stability under
preparation conditions and under reaction conditions. 1) Modeling efforts on mapping
surface chemistry over both early and late TM IMCs can help to develop the general trend
of surface reactivity towards C, H, and O as a function of constituent element size and TM-
to-p-block element ratio; 2) Developing methods for exact quantification of critical features
of electronic structure of IMC beyond d-band center to give directions for rational design of
catalysts; 3) Developing the correlation between electronic structure and surface chemistry
can help to understand the deviations from general metal-derived BEP correlation as well as
isolated new BEP correlation. For the experimental work, to achieve optimal control of all the
catalytically relevant properties of supported non-noble metal IMCs, further investigation
of manipulation of bulk and surface composition of IMCs as well stability under reaction
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conditions will be conducted. The effect of variations of support choice, reducing and
annealing environment chemical potential, temperature, and synthesis technique will be
tracked in situ or pseudo in situ during the synthesis of select IMC compositions. This
work will provide a replacement of UHV surface chemistry study to enable reasonable
connections between calculations and experimental observations. Developing new materials
that exhibit new, unique, and tunable surface chemistry towards C, H, and O will have
considerable impact on the greater heterogeneous catalysis community. In a greater sense,
beyond developing new materials for the catalysis community, understanding connections
between chemical and physical properties of non-noble metal compounds as nanoparticles
will favorably impact the materials, sensors, electronics, and optics community.
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